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Welcome note

Dear colleagues,
welcome to the 11th European Meeting on Human Fear Conditioning (EMHFC) in
Würzburg, Germany. The Julius-Maximilians-Universität Würzburg belongs to the oldest
universities in Germany, and its Institute of Psychology founded in 1896 by Oswald Külpe
is one of the oldest psychology departments worldwide. Oswald Külpe together with Karl
Marbe, Karl Bühler and Otto Selz were the most important members of the Würzburg
School of Psychology, other scholars at the department were Narziß Ach, Kurt Koffka,
Max Wertheimer, Henry Jackson Watt, Richard Pauli, Albert Michotte and Charles
Spearman. If you find time, visit our Adolf-Würth-Center for History of Psychology (see
https://www.uni-wuerzburg.de/en/awz/home/).
Today, the department of psychology has four sections, and human fear conditioning is
the research focus of the “Biological Psychology, Clinical Psychology, and Psychotherapy”
group. Members of the group together with researcher from the Department of Psychiatry contribute to the Collaborative Research Centre “Fear, Anxiety, Anxiety Disorders”
funded by the German Research Foundation since 2008.
Marta Andreatta and Andre Pittig compiled an excellent programme, but please also
take some time to explore the picturesque city, the main valley, the vineyards (among
the largest and best in Germany), the unique wine restaurants, and the Residence (an
UNESCO world heritage site).
We are honoured to host the 11th EMHFC meeting and are happy to guide you.
With best wishes, yours sincerely,
P. Pauli
Chair of Biological Psychology, Clinical Psychology, and Psychotherapy

EMHFC 2019 Committee:
Marta Andreatta, Andre Pittig, Paul Pauli, Hannah Genheimer, Alex Wong, Juliane
Boschet, Valentina Glück, Katharina Herzog, Yannik Stegmann, Christopher Klinke
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Directions

This year’s conference will be held at the Melchior Park Hotel in Würzburg, Germany.

Address:
Hotel Melchior Park
Am Galgenberg 49
97074 Würzburg
Germany
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Arrival by plane:
The closest airports are the international airports Frankfurt Airport (FRA) and the
Albrecht Dürer Airport Nürnberg (NUE). From there, you can easily reach the conference
site by train (see below).

Arrival by train:
The train station is Würzburg main station (Würzburg Hbf). After exiting the train
station, the bus station is to your right-hand side. Here, you can take one of four bus
lines (14, 114, 214, and 29) in the direction of Gerbrunn, Uni-Hubland, or Hubland-Nord.
Get off the bus at the bus stop Albert-Hoffa-Straße. The bus rides take approx. 10 - 15
min. From there it is a 2 min walk to the hotel on your left-hand side. Alternatively, you
may want to take a cab from the train station in Würzburg. Cabs are at the left-hand
side of the main station.

Arrival by car:
You can reach Würzburg from A3 and A7.
Arriving from A3:
Take the exit at Würzburg/Heidingsfeld in the direction of Würzburg. Follow the main
road for about 6 km until you can turn right into Rottendorfer Straße, towards Hubland.
Then follow the signs in the direction of Uni-Hubland. Turn right into the street Am
Galgenberg. The hotel is on the left-hand side of the street (Am Galgenberg 49).
Arriving from A7:
Take the exit at Würzburg/Estenfeld towards Würzburg (B19). Follow the main road
for about 8,5 km until you can turn left into Rottendorfer Straße, towards Hubland.
Then follow the signs in the direction of Uni-Hubland. Turn right into the street Am
Galgenberg. The hotel is on the left side of the street (Am Galgenberg 49).
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Workshops

This year, two pre-conference workshops are offered at the EMHFC. They will take place
before the conference starts on Monday, May 6th from 09.00 - 11.30h at the University of
Wuerzburg.

Workshop I - Bayesian Statistics in Fear Conditioning
Research
The dominant statistical approach for analysing human fear conditioning data is NullHypothesis Significant Testing (NHST). The last decade, however, there is a growing
interest on an alternative approach for drawing statistical inference, namely Bayesian
statistics. Compared to NHST, Bayesian statistics provide multiple benefits for drawing
statistical inference, e.g., that someone could accumulate relative evidence of the null
compared to the alternative hypothesis, or that data can be accummulated until a threeshold of evidence has been crossed. During this workshop, we will present the benefits
and shortcomings of Bayesian statistics in comparison to NHST. Then, we will show how
to perfrom Bayesian Hypothesis Testing using a mouse-click based software (i.e., JASP).

Workshop II - Practical Insights: How to conduct exposure in treatment
Extinction learning is believed to be a central mechanism underlying exposure-based
treatments for anxiety disorders. In this regard, the clinical relevance of our research on
fear extinction learning aims to inform and optimize exposure therapy. While researchers
are typically busy with finding the optimal extinction protocol, this workshop aims to
provide a practical insight into how exposure is conducted in naturalistic treatment. To
this end, the workshop is conducted by a licensed clinician who worked in multiple clinical
trials on exposure therapy. The first aim of the workshop is to take a closer look at the
cognitive preparation for exposure therapy, which includes psychoeducation on anxiety,
how anxiety disorders develop and which mechanisms underlie their continuance. Based
on these insights, conclusions will be drawn on what to consider when planning the first
exposure session. To close the matter, typical examples of exposure exercises will be
given.
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Keynote speaker

We are very happy to present you this year’s keynote speakers:

Tanja Jovanovic, PhD
Tanja Jovanovic is an Associate Professor in the Department of
Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences at Emory University and
the Director of the Grady Trauma Project in Atlanta, GA.
Dr. Jovanovic’s research program focuses on the interaction of
traumatic experiences, neurophysiology, neuroendocrinology, and
genetics in stress-related disorders in adults and children in
high-risk populations. Her research employs psychophysiological (e.g. acoustic startle response, skin conductance response,
heart-rate variability) and brain imaging methods to investigate
biomarkers of risk for trauma-related psychopathology, such as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).

Abstract: Using Translational Approaches in Fear Conditioning
in Posttraumatic Stress Disorder: The Good, the Bad and the
Ugly
Learning about threat-related cues in the environment is one of the most adaptive and
phylogenetically conserved learning mechanisms across species. However, fear learning
can become maladaptive if it generalizes to non-threatening, or even safe, cues. In humans, dysregulated fear learning and expression is one of the key components of traumarelated disorders, such as posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). The importance of fear
processing to PTSD provides several experimental paradigms that can be linked to PTSD
symptoms. Moreover, fear-potentiated startle and skin conductance response used in fear
conditioning offer tools that can be used to better understand the neurobiological mechanisms and potential treatment targets for PTSD. Work in my laboratory has used differential fear conditioning, conditional discrimination, and fear extinction paradigms to
examine impaired inhibition of fear in adults and children with trauma exposure. We have
consistently found that heightened fear responses to safety signals is a specific biomarker
for PTSD and may be linked to genetic and developmental risk factors. Recent work
has also indicated that impaired inhibition of fear-potentiated startle can improve with
treatment for PTSD, offering neurobiological and objective measures of change in fear
processing. This presentation with provide an overview of the fear conditioning methods
used in PTSD with a focus on risk factors and treatment effects, and on approaches that
have the greatest utility in translation from lab to clinic.
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Dean Mobbs, PhD
Dean Mobbs is an assistant professor in the Department of
Humanities and Social Sciences and a member of the Computation and Neural Systems Program at the Californian
Institute of Technology. He is interested in the intersection of behavioral ecology, economics, emotion, and social
psychology. By understanding the neural, computational
and behavioral dynamics of human social and emotional experiences, his aims are to develop theoretical models that
merge those fields. His awards include the APS Janet Spence
Award for Transformative Early Career Contributions and a NARSAD Young Investigator Award. He is a life fellow of Clare Hall at the University of Cambridge. His research
is supported by NIMH, the Brain & Behavior Research Foundation and the Tianqiao and
Chrissy Chen Foundation.

Abstract: Ethological approaches to the study of human fear
In this talk, I discuss novel empirical approaches to mapping the neural circuits, behaviors, and computations associated with ecologically-defined threat states. I propose
that humans and other animals utilize five core survival strategies that extend from the
prediction, prevention, and orientation towards a threat, and assessment of a threat to
fast defensive reactions including fight or flight. These five strategies are further updated
by learning systems yet governed by a modulatory system that up and down-regulates
these strategies. I will discuss spatiotemporal approaches to examining the switch between each of these strategies and new data inspired by economic models from the field
of behavioral ecology examining the overt behaviors, computations and neural circuitry
associated with escape.
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5.1

Program 11th European Meeting on Human Fear
Conditioning
Preconference workshops
Day 1 - Monday, May 6th, 2019

09:00

Bayesian Statistics in Fear
Conditioning Research
Practical Insights: How to
conduct exposure in treatment

Workshop 1
Workshop 2

10:15

Coffee Break

10:45

Workshop 1 (continued)
Workshop 2 (continued)

11:30

Public transportation to
Melchior Park Hotel
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Bayesian Statistics in Fear
Conditioning Research
Practical Insights: How to
conduct exposure in treatment

5.2

Conference program
Day 1 - Monday, May 6th, 2019

12:00

Arrival and light lunch

12:30

Principal investigators
meeting
Young scientist meeting

13:10

Break

13:30

Welcome

13:40

Symposium 1

15:10

Coffee break

15:30

Symposium 2

17:00

Coffee break

17:30

Keynote 1: Dean Mobbs Ethological approaches to the
study of human fear

19:00

Dinner

20:30

Poster session A

Joint discussion

Fear acquisition & extinction
Fear acquisition, extinction &
individual differences

From fear to beer
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Day 2 - Tuesday, May 7th, 2019
09:00

EIFEL RoF: Tina
Lonsdorf

Five years of Cross European
Network activities: What we
have done and where to go from
here?

09:30

Symposium 3

Generalization of fear and
avoidance

11:00

Coffee break

11:30

Keynote 2: Tanja
Jovanovic

13:00

Lunch

14:30

Symposium 4

16:00

Coffee break

16:30

Symposium 5

Psychobiological Mechanisms

18:00

Social activities or lab
tour

Networking, Guided tour of
virtual reality labs at JMU
Wuerzburg

19:00

Dinner

20:30

Poster session B

Using Translational Approaches
in Fear Conditioning in
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder:
The Good, the Bad and the
Ugly
Avoidance

Return of fear/beer
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Day 3 - Wednesday, May 8th, 2019
09:00

Symposium 6

10:30

Coffee break

11:00

Plenary Discussion

12:00

Farewell and poster
awards

12:30

Lunch

Theoretical and Clinical
Implications
Discussion of Keynotes, future
directions of the EMHFC
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6.1

Day 1 - Monday, May 6th 2019
Symposium 1 - Fear acquisition & extinction

Fear conditioning through aversive imagery
Mueller, Erik M.; Sperl, Matthias; Panitz, Christian
In classical fear conditioning, neutral CS that have been paired with aversive physical unconditioned stimuli eventually trigger fear responses. Here,
we test whether aversive mental images systematically paired with a CS
may also cause de novo fear learning in the absence of any external aversive stimulation. In two experiments, N=45 and N=41 participants were
first trained to produce aversive, neutral, or no imagery in response to
one of three different visual imagery cues. In a subsequent imagery-based
differential conditioning paradigm, each of the three cues systematically
co-terminated with one of three different neutral faces. Although the face
that was paired with the aversive imagery cue was never paired with aversive external stimuli or threat-related instructions, participants rated it
as more arousing, unpleasant, and threatening and displayed relative fear
bradycardia and fear-potentiated startle. These results could be relevant
for the development of fear and related disorders without trauma.

Notes:
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STaR (Stress Timing affects Relapse): A model of the effects of
stress/glucocorticoids on extinction and relapse
Meir Drexler, Shira; Merz, Christian J. ; Jentsch, Valerie L. ; Wolf, Oliver
T.
Extinction learning is the most important underlying mechanism of exposure therapy, a cognitive-behavioral psychotherapy commonly used for the
treatment of posttraumatic stress disorder and anxiety disorders. Extinction creates a new inhibitory memory, which presumably does not affects
the original (e.g., fear) memory; therefore, relapse (e.g., return of fear)
might occur after treatment. In recent years, various research groups aimed
to augment extinction learning by the use of pharmacological adjuvants,
e.g., the glucocorticoid (GC) stress hormone cortisol. However, the role of
timing of treatment on relapse has remained unclear until lately. Based on
recent works from our lab and additional groups, in this talk I will introduce the StaR (Stress Timing affects Relapse) model, a theoretical model
of the time-dependent effects of stress/GCs on extinction memory and relapse. In particular, our findings show that (1) pre-extinction stress/GCs
promote memory consolidation in a context-independent manner, making
extinction memory more resistant to relapse following context change. (2)
Post-extinction stress also enhances the consolidation of extinction, but in
a context-bound manner. These differences may result from the timingdependent effects of cortisol on emotional memory contextualization. At
the neural level, the facilitation of extinction is reflected in alterations
in the amygdala-hippocampal-prefrontal cortex network. (3) Stress/GCs
exposure before retrieval impairs extinction recall and promotes relapse.
This may result from the stress-induced strengthening of amygdala activation, or disruption of the prefrontal cortex inhibitory functioning and its
communication with additional brain regions that are crucial for extinction recall. We then discuss how the STaR model can contribute to the
understanding and prevention of relapse processes.

Notes:
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Spontaneous recovery and reinstatement after an occasional reinforced extinction treatment
Quintero, María J.; Gutiérrez, María T.; Molina, Patricia; Flores,
Amanda; López, Francisco J.; Morís, Joaquín
Fear extinction is not permanent but more vulnerable than the original fear
memory, as relapse phenomena have traditionally shown. One strategy potentially useful to mitigate relapses is the occasional reinforced extinction
treatment, according to which extinction may be potentiated if a gradual
and sparse number of CS-US pairings are introduced within the extinction
treatment, differing from the standard procedure. We present the results
of three experiments in which we used an aversive differential conditioning
procedure in humans. Our main aim was to evaluate whether occasional
reinforced extinction could reduce two different forms of relapse: spontaneous recovery (Experiments 1A and 1B) and reinstatement (Experiment
2). For Experiment 1A, we used a 6-minute delay between extinction and
test, while for Experiment 1B, the retention interval was 24 hours. Overall,
our results were not able to show any relapse mitigation produced by an
occasional reinforced extinction when compared with standard extinction.
However, it proved effective to diminish the magnitude of the US expectation after a first reacquisition trial in a final test phase. From a theoretical
point of view, the pattern of results found was more consistent with the
idea that extinction entails the acquisition of new knowledge (inhibitory
learning) than with the idea that there are conditions in which extinction
leads to the erasure of the original conditioning.
This study was supported by Fondo Social Europeo - Plan Empleo Juvenil
2014-2020

Notes:
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Classical conditioning in oddball paradigm: A comparison between aversive and name conditioning
Pavlov, Yuri G.; Kotchoubey, Boris
The nature of cortical plasticity in learning is one of the most intriguing questions of the modern cognitive neuroscience. Classical conditioning (as a typical case of associative learning) and electroencephalography
together provide a good framework for expanding our knowledge about
fast learning-related cortical changes. In our experiment we employed a
novel paradigm in which classical conditioning was combined with passive
oddball. Nineteen subjects participated in the first experiment (aversive
conditioning with painful shock as unconditioned stimulus, US and neutral
tones as CS), and 22 subjects in the second experiment (with a subject’s
own name as US). We used event-related potentials (ERP), time-frequency
and connectivity analyses to explore the CS-US interaction. We found a
learning-induced increment of P3a in the first experiment and the late
positive potential (LPP) in both experiments. These effects may be related to increased attentional and emotional significance of conditioned
stimuli. We showed that the LPP and P3a effects, earlier found only in
visual paradigms, generalize to the auditory sensory system. We also observed suppression of the low beta activity to CS+ in aversive conditioning
over the contralateral to expected electrical shocks hemisphere, presumably indicating preparation of the somatosensory system to the expected
nociceptive US. No evidence of increased connectivity between somatosensory (representing painful US) and auditory (CS) cortex was found.

Notes:
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6.2

Symposium 2 - Fear acquisition & extinction and individual
differences

Increasing cardiac vagal tone to facilitate extinction learning
Wendt, Julia; Hufenbach, Miriam C.; Müller-Boysen, Thekla J.; König, J.;
Hamm, Alfons O.
Low cardiac vagal tone is associated with a higher prevalence of anxiety disorders and worse outcome of exposure-based treatment. Correspondingly,
individuals with low cardiac vagal tone show a deficit in safety learning as
indicated by fear-potentiated startle responses especially under instructed
extinction conditions. Here, we investigated whether a 4-week deep abdominal breathing intervention targeted at increasing cardiac vagal tone
would facilitate extinction learning. Following an instructed acquisition
training using a differential cue conditioning design, participants were randomly assigned to an intervention and a control group. Participants of the
intervention group were introduced to a deep abdominal breathing technique and instructed to practice at least twice a day for ten minutes each.
After four weeks, participants underwent a brief instructed reacquisition
training and then first an uninstructed and finally an instructed extinction training. During instructed extinction training participants of the
control group still showed fear-potentiated startle responses, while those
were completely abolished in the intervention group. These findings implicate that a breathing intervention targeted at increasing cardiac vagal
tone facilitates instructed extinction learning. Thus, such an intervention
may enhance outcome for patients with anxiety disorders and low cardiac
vagal tone when conducted prior to exposure treatment.
This study was supported by DFG WE 5873/1-1

Notes:
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Individual differences in anxiety and fear learning: the role of
working memory capacity
Laing, Patrick A.F.; Burns, Nicholas; Baetu, Irina
Anxiety disorders are characterised by the perception of fear and threat in
stimuli that are neutral or ambiguous. Attempts in previous research to
explain the relationship between anxiety and fear learning have been inconsistent, possibly due to the influence of an unmeasured mechanism that
mediates the relationship between them. Working memory capacity has
been suggested as one such mechanism. The current study investigated
the influence of anxiety-based individual differences upon associative fear
learning, while accounting for individual differences in working memory.
We hypothesised that individuals high in both anxiety and working memory would show unimpaired fear learning whereas individuals high in anxiety and low in working memory would exhibit dysfunctional fear learning.
Sixty participants completed a battery of anxiety and working memory
tests, as well as a fear conditioning experiment that tested for blocking,
conditioned inhibition and fear discrimination. We found that anxious
individuals were more likely to show impaired fear discrimination only if
they also had a low working memory capacity. Furthermore, anxiety was
particularly associated with poorer learning about safety cues. Such relationships were not observed for blocking and conditioned inhibition. These
results suggest that the relationship between anxiety and fear learning is
complex and warrants further investigation of the potential mediating role
of higher-order cognitive faculties.

Notes:
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Cognition and Learned Safety: Where Emotion Regulation and
Extinction meet?
Macdonald, Birthe; Hoare, Shannon; Johnstone, Tom
Emotion regulation is often investigated using complex images and reappraisal strategies. However, it has been argued that the extinction of conditioned responses share the basic mechanisms as well as neural circuits
involved in emotion regulation. This study used a novel task to expand
this idea by adding a cognitive element to reduce a conditioned response.
Participants (N=20) underwent fear conditioning using letters as conditioned (CS) and mild electric shocks as unconditioned stimuli (US). During
the next phase, the same letters (CS+ and CS-) were embedded in words
belonging to two categories, one of which was safe (not associated with an
electric shock). We collected fMRI and skin conductance responses (SCR)
during this paradigm and hypothesised that participants would re-evaluate
the CS+ when it was presented in a safe word, with increased activation
in areas related to semantic decision making, and decreased activation in
areas involved in threat appraisal. Dangerous CS+ trials were associated
with greater SCR and greater activation in the insula than safe CS+,
and CS- trials. In contrast, we found increased activation in left vlPFC,
ITG, and SPC during safe compared to dangerous CS+ trials, a circuit
associated with language and semantic processing. In a second study, we
investigated the effect of trait anxiety on the neural correlates involved.
We found that high anxious participants showed patterns of responding
that suggested increased sensitivity to threat as well as altered processing of safety information. These findings show that conditioned responses
can be reduced through cognitive evaluation and suggest that some of the
mechanisms and brain regions overlap with those recruited during emotion regulation tasks. Results in high anxious participants suggest that
safety information is not processed effectively in this group. Adaptations
of this paradigm will be useful to further investigate the basic mechanisms
involved in emotion regulation.

Notes:
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Effects of prefrontal tDCS on avoidance behaviour and extinction
learning: the role of neuroticism and sensation seeking
Rattel, Julina A.; Miedl, Stephan F.; Seidl, Esther; Wilhelm, Frank H.
Maladaptive avoidance behaviour, a key symptom of anxiety disorders,
prevents extinction learning and maintains anxiety. Exposure therapy has
proven successful in reducing avoidance behaviour, though, not all individuals respond equally well. Research needs to identify methods that assist
exposure therapy, taking into account individual differences. Ventromedial
prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) hypoactivity has been found in anxiety disorders and has been linked to deficits in extinction learning; thus, increasing
vmPFC activity before extinction might foster extinction learning. Furthermore, increased sensation seeking should decrease avoidance and increase extinction, whereas neuroticism should have the reverse effect. We
used a naturalistic conditioned avoidance paradigm, incorporating ecologically valid avoidance costs in a gamified computer task. After differential
acquisition of shock-expectancy to a conditioned stimulus (CS+), participants either received 10min of anodal right dorsolateral PFC transcranial
direct current stimulation (tDCS; N=79) or sham (N=84, randomized).
Following, during extinction, participants could either take a risky shortcut, while anticipating shock signalled by the CS+, or choose a costly
avoidance option. Replicating and extending past findings, the extent of
avoidance during extinction predicted post-extinction shock-expectancy
and skin conductance. TDCS had no effect on avoidance but resulted
in higher post-extinction shock-expectancy and skin conductance in lowavoidant individuals. Neuroticism was not related to avoidance and extinction, but sensation seeking predicted avoidance, which in turn predicted
post-extinction shock-expectancy, irrespective of tDCS (R2=.46). Results
indicate that right-prefrontal anodal tDCS can have a detrimental effect
on extinction learning. Preventing maladaptive avoidance behaviour is essential to extinction learning and individual trait differences need to be
taken into account by avoidance research.

Notes:
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6.3

Keynote 1 - Dean Mobbs: Ethological approaches to the
study of human fear

Mobbs, Dean
In this talk, I discuss novel empirical approaches to mapping the neural
circuits, behaviors, and computations associated with ecologically-defined
threat states. I propose that humans and other animals utilize five core
survival strategies that extend from the prediction, prevention, and orientation towards a threat, and assessment of a threat to fast defensive reactions including fight or flight. These five strategies are further updated
by learning systems yet governed by a modulatory system that up and
down-regulates these strategies. I will discuss spatiotemporal approaches
to examining the switch between each of these strategies and new data
inspired by economic models from the field of behavioral ecology examining the overt behaviors, computations and neural circuitry associated with
escape.

Notes:
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6.4

Postersession A - From fear to beer

Consolidating the Memories of Fear Regulation

A1

Andres, Elena; Hu, Chuan-Peng; Gerlicher, Anna M. V.; Kalisch, Raffael
Emotion regulation (ER) is a key element for mental health. However,
how ER memories are consolidated is unknown. Previous work from our
lab found that consolidation of extinction, an implicit strategy to regulate
fear, can be enhanced by post-extinction administration of L-DOPA (Gerlicher et al., 2018), and that post-extinction reactivations in the vmPFC
mediated the enhancing effect of L-DOPA. To investigate the transferability of the effect of L-DOPA, we combined cognitive reappraisal, an explicit
ER strategy, with an instructed fear (IF) paradigm. In our pilot study, 19
male participants (age=25.8 ± 5.4) first were trained with a reappraisal
strategy, either detachment or distraction, and then underwent an IF experiment. The whole task consisted of eight blocks: four of them were
regulation blocks in which participants were instructed to regulate their
emotions using the strategy they had trained; the other four blocks were
non-regulation blocks in which participant were asked to passively view the
stimuli. The order of regulation and non-regulation blocks were pseudorandomized. Therefore, our study has a two (CS type: CS+, CS-) by two
(ER type: regulation, non-regulation) within subject design. A 2 (regulation v. non-regulation) by 2 (CS+ v. CS-) repeated measures ANOVA on
the anxiety rating revealed a significant interaction: F(1,18)=8.7, p=.0085.
Post-hoc comparison showed that anxiety ratings for the CS+ were significantly higher in non-regulation blocks than in regulation blocks, t(18) =
4.42, p<.001. Similarly, a 2 (regulation v. non-regulation) by 2 (CS+ v.
CS-) repeated measures ANOVA on SCR revealed a significant interaction:
F(1,18)=5.25, p=.034. Post-hoc comparison of the SCR for the CS+ in
regulation and non-regulation blocks didn’t show a significant difference,
t(18) = 1.13, p=.27. Our initial results show that the current experimental paradigm works well. Three studies will follow to investigate neural
mechanism of consolidation of ER memories.

Notes:
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Lesion to ventromedial prefrontal cortex impairs the acquisition of fear conditioning in humans

A2

Battaglia, Simone; Starita, Francesca; di Pellegrino, Giuseppe
Neuroimaging evidence reveals that acquisition and extinction of fear conditioning involve activity in the amygdala, hippocampus and medial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC; Quirk and Mueller, 2008; Phelps et al., 2004).
Additionally, lesion studies suggest that the amygdala is necessary for
the psychophysiological expression of the acquisition of fear conditioning,
while the hippocampus is needed for retrieving perceptual characteristics
of stimuli and context (Bechara et al., 1995; Maren et al., 2013). Regarding vmPFC, lesion studies in animals (Quirk et al., 2000) suggest a role
of vmPFC in extinction rather than acquisition of fear conditioning, as
in humans (Delgado et al., 2008). However, a systematic assessment of
fear conditioning after lesion to vmPFC in humans is lacking. To assess
whether vmPFC is necessary for successful fear conditioning, thirty adults
completed a Pavlovian fear conditioning and extinction paradigm divided
into three groups: patients with lesion to vmPFC, brain-damaged controls
and healthy controls with no brain lesion. Skin conductance responses
(SCR) indicate successful acquisition and extinction of fear conditioning
in healthy and brain-damaged controls. On the contrary, vmPFC patients
were impaired in the acquisition - and thus extinction - of fear conditioning. Crucially, this did not depend on a general impairment in SCR or
on differences in conditioned (CS) and unconditioned (US; shock) stimuli
contingency awareness, as groups showed no difference in SCR to the US
and verbal reports of CS-US contingency. Together, these results provide
evidence for a crucial role of vmPFC in fear conditioning and in particular
not only in its extinction but also in its acquisition, giving the opportunity
to revise current models on the role of vmPFC in fear conditioning.

Notes:
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The cerebellar role in processing of prediction errors during fear conditioning

A3

Ernst, Thomas M.; Brol, Anna; Maderwald, S.; Quick, Harald H.; Timmann, Dagmar
INTRODUCTION A differential, delay fear conditioning paradigm was investigated in young
and healthy human subjects in the 7T magnetic resonance (MR) scanner. The involvement of
the cerebellum in the acquisition of learned fear responses has been studied previously (Sacchetti,
2002). However, studies of predictive functions in this respect have been focused on amygdala,
midbrain and striatum, while the cerebellum has largely been ignored.
METHODS A total of 22 healthy subjects were included in data analysis. The entire instructed
fear conditioning experiment was performed within one session inside the MRI scanner. 100 ms
unpleasant (but not painful) electrical stimulation to the left hand was used as an aversive US.
Two pictures of geometric figures presented for 8 s were used as CS+ and CS-. Skin conductance
responses (SCR) were measured as behavioral parameter, and arousal and valence were assessed
using questionnaires. MRI data was acquired using a 32-ch head coil (Nova Medical, MA) in
a whole-body MRI scanner operating at 7 T (Siemens Healthineers, Germany). Whole brain
fMRI acquisition was performed using a 2D SMS-EPI sequence with a TR of 2 s and 1.7 mm
isotropic resolution. Image analysis was performed using SPM12 and SUIT toolbox for cerebellar
normalization (Diedrichsen, 2006). First level analysis was modelled for the whole experiment
using realignment parameters and pulse-oximetry/respiration-belt based RETROICOR method
for nuisance regressors. CS-events, US events and omission of US events were modeled.
RESULTS/CONCLUSION Functional MRI analysis displayed strong cerebellar activation on
the US, bilateral activation in Crus I / Lob.VI on the CS+ and pronounced activation on the US
omission after CS+ during acquisition phase. This cerebellar activation on US omission is best
explained by the generation or processing of prediction errors. Findings support the hypothesis
that the cerebellum is also important for predictive control in the emotional domain.
This study was supported by SFB1280, FOR1541

Notes:
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Conditionability mediates the association between peritraumatic stress and intrusive memory formation depending on childhood adversity

A4

Franke, Laila K.; Rattel, Julina; Miedl, Stephan; Krappen, David;
Michael, Tanja; Wilhelm, Frank
Previous research has shown a positive relationship between stress during
encoding of an analog-trauma situation and intrusive memory formation
(Rombold et al., 2006). However, underlying mechanisms of this effect
remain poorly understood. Since stress during encoding has been shown
to potentiate differential fear learning, which we consistently observed as
being predictive for intrusions after analog-trauma, we hypothesized that
stress would enhance intrusions partially through its effects on conditionability (i.e., differential responding to CS+/CS-). In light of recent observations, we postulated a diathesis stress model where effects of stress and
conditionability on intrusions would depend on previous childhood trauma
(Rattel et al., 2019).
To investigate this hypothesis, we manipulated stress with the socially
evaluated cold pressor task (SECPT; Schwabe et al. 2008) immediately
before our conditioned intrusion paradigm (Wegerer et al., 2013), where
neutral sounds served as CSs and aversive film clips as UCS. Intrusion load,
the frequency × distress of film intrusions during subsequent seven days
was our main outcome variable. Preliminary results (N=43) revealed that
participants undergoing the SECPT vs. control condition showed higher
conditionability (indexed by fear ratings) in participants with high childhood trauma (p=0.026). In these participants, conditionability also predicted intrusive memory formation (p<0.001). Furthermore, results suggest that in participants with high childhood trauma, higher intrusion load
in the SECPT condition was partially mediated by increased conditionability (p=0.04). Our model explained 72.8% of the variance in intrusion load.
Importantly, for the first time, we could link two separate research fields,
suggesting a central role of fear conditioning in the relationship between
peri-traumatic stress and intrusive memories, a key symptom of posttraumatic stress disorder.

Notes:
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Subsequent Memory effect in threat and safety learning

A5

Leimeister, Franziska; Wiemer, Julian
Fear and anxiety lead to attentional biases to threats, resulting in deficits
in safety learning. Therefore, it is important to examine whether attention allocation is predictive to both threat and safety learning and how it
affects subsequent fear memory. In concrete we measured a specific component in event-related potential (ERP), P3, which is linked to attentional
processing, working memory update and memory storage. Sixty different
faces were presented where half of them being paired with an electrical
stimulus (CS+) and the other half signalled safety (CS-). After acquisition, participants rated on every stimulus if they could remember if it
was linked to an electrical stimulation or not (remembered vs. forgotten).
In the following re-exposure phase, participants rated their fearful ratings
to each of the 60 facial stimuli. This allowed to test whether subsequent
memory in retrieval phase affected later fear responses. The P3 as well as
pupil dilation are hypothesised to be enhanced in the learning phase to CSoffset (i.e. omission of electrical stimulus) for remembered vs. forgotten associations. In the re-exposure phase, remembered CS- is hypothesised to
evoke less fear and reduced pupil than forgotten CS-. Preliminary results
will be presented at the conference.

Notes:
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Fear in the ear: A tinnitus relevant differential conditioning paradigm

A6

Lourenco, Matheus P. C. G.; Cima, Rilana C. C.; Vlaeyen, Johan W. S.
Introduction: Tinnitus is the perception of phantom sound (without external identifiable source), often perceived as a high frequency ringing or beeping sound. Approximately 20% of the adult population perceives tinnitus,
though a small subset develops complaints and are likely to avoid loud
noises and environments due to the fear of increasing tinnitus. The FearAvoidance model adapted from chronic pain seems promising in explaining
how the common perception of tinnitus may become bothersome and persistent. However, experimental studies investigating tinnitus-related fearlearning in human participants have not been carried out yet. In this study
we hypothesize that through differential conditioning initial neutral tones
will elicit fear responses when associated with louder tones. Methodology:
In a within subject design, 52 healthy adult participants will undergo differential conditioning. Two different but audiometrically identical neutral
tones (either a warble or pure tone presented biaurally at 50 dB) will serve
as CS, with Acquisition: 10 trials with 100% reinforcement rate; and Extinction: 10 trials. The CS+ is paired with a US, the respective tone-type
with higher intensity (presented biaurally at 98dB). Physiological measures
(EDA and HR), and self-report ratings on threat-expectancy and loudness
discomfort will take place. Successful acquisition, extinction and reinstatement of fear is expected to be established and observed through physiological and self-report measurements. Discussion: This novel tinnitus-related
fear-learning paradigm is the first step in establishing viable paradigms for
experimental research with human participants in the tinnitus field.
This study was supported by European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme under the Marie Sklodowska-Curie grant agreement
number 722046

Notes:
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Fear Learning and Anxiety Response (FLARe) Version 4:
Open source, digital technology for remote fear conditioning research

A7

McGregor, Thomas; Purves, Kirstin; Constantinou, Elena; Barry,
Thomas; Lester, Kathryn J.; Sun, Michael; Treanor, Michael; Craske,
Michelle; Breen, Gerome; Eley, Thalia C.
We have completed upgrades on a recently developed smartphone app
(FLARe) which remotely delivers a fear conditioning task. These upgrades
have improved the flexibility of the experiment so that it can be adapted to
investigate a multitude of hypotheses in different populations (e.g. clinical
or population based, child or adult). We have included features that enable
rapid data collection and require minimal researcher input beyond the
design phase.
We present the first flexible, open source, smartphone app for fear conditioning, outlining the resources that are now available. We will show data
comparing the technical differences between delivering a traditional fear
conditioning experiment in-person vs using the FLARe app, including differences in drop-out rates and other measures of participant engagement.
We will also describe how we measure experimental variables likely influenced by unsupervised completion of the task (e.g. volume changes and
task disengagement), and present data showing the comparability of app
and laboratory task delivery.
The app will be open source and will be able to be shared with collaborators worldwide. We will describe the approach to development and
validation that make this possible.

Notes:
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A matter of context?
Neural correlates of contextdependent fear conditioning

A8

Neudert, Marie K.; Zehtner, Raphaela; Fricke, Susanne; Bohlender, Rosa;
Jaenicke-Reissig, Stefanie; Stark, Rudolf; Hermann; Andrea
Context-appropriate emotional learning can be regarded as an important
factor for mental health. Pattern separation - the discrimination of similar objects/contexts - might be crucial for context-dependent emotional
learning. In this functional magnetic resonance imaging study, healthy
female participants participated in a 2-day context-dependent differential
fear conditioning paradigm, with fear acquisition in context A and extinction learning in context B (day 1), as well as extinction recall in context
B and renewal in a novel context (context C) one day later. Additionally,
a behavioral pattern separation paradigm was conducted. Blood-oxygenlevel-dependent responses and skin conductance responses were used as
dependent variables. First results show that fear conditioning was associated with activation in fear- and extinction-related networks. Further
results concerning the association of fear conditioning and pattern separation will be presented and discussed, focusing on the relevance of pattern
separation for context-dependent fear conditioning processes.

Notes:
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Unraveling gut memories: Is interoceptive pain-related
fear specific to modality?

A9

Pawlik, Robert J.; Labanski, Alexandra; Liubov, Petrakova; Fleischer,
Katharina; Theysohn, Nina; Engler, Harald; Elsenbruch, Sigrid
Fear learning and memory processes are presumably shaped by the salience
of conditioned and unconditioned stimuli, with broad clinical implications
for the field of pain. Visceral pain is characterized by its interoceptive
nature and unique biological salience, but how this may distinctly shape
pain-related learning and memory processes remains unclear. Thus, we
herein examined the specificity of aversive learning and extinction and the
underlying neural mechanisms. In this 2-day fMRI-study, healthy volunteers (N=21) underwent differential conditioning with visceral pain and
an equally aversive tone as unconditioned stimuli (US). On the first day,
during acquisition, three visual symbols (conditioned stimuli, CS) were
contingently paired with either visceral pain induced by rectal distension (CS+VISC) or an aversive tone (CS+AUD) that was individuallycalibrated to unpleasantness. One symbol was presented without any
US (CS-). Twenty-four hours later, during extinction, all CS were presented unpaired. To assess extinction efficacy, a reinstatement procedure
(exposure to US only) was implemented. Blood-oxygen-level dependent
responses, skin conductance response, CS and US valence, CS-US contingency, and US intensities were assessed. Results revealed significantly
greater increases in negative valence in response to CS+VISC compared
to CS+AUD (p=.003), involving partly distinct brain regions relevant to
the central salience and memory networks, including insula, thalamus and
medial cingulate cortex. The difference in CS valence persisted during
extinction recall (day 2), though all modalities showed a complete extinction. Reinstatement was only observed for the visceral modality, with
a reinstatement effect for CS+VISC compared to CS- (p < .001). Our
findings support that the specific salience of visceral pain shapes aversive
learning and memory processes, with implications for the pathophysiology
of chronic visceral pain, consistent with the concept of preparednes
This study was supported by This project was funded by the German
Research Foundation (DFG) within the SFB1280 “Extinction Learning”:
Project A12.
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Characterization of patients with anxiety/affective dis- A10
orders using pupillometry, startle electromyography and
skin conductance response during a two-day fear learning task
Pöhlchen, Dorothee; Leuchs, Laura; Schneider, Maximilian; Jovanovic,
Tanja; Norrholm, Seth; Lucae, Susanne; Erhardt, Angelika; Brückl, Tanja;
Binder, Elisabeth B.; Spoormaker, Victor I.
Current transdiagnostic approaches aim to classify mental disorders
based on dimensions of observable behavior and neurobiological measures.
Within such frameworks, fear conditioning characterizes negative valence
constructs. A recent meta-analysis has shown medium effects for stronger
fear responses to the CS+ during extinction in patients with anxiety
disorders compared to healthy controls (Duits et al., 2015). However,
it is unclear which psychophysiological measures are suited to capture
the relevant processes. In an ongoing study, 120 subjects ranging from
healthy controls to unmedicated patients with anxiety and affective
disorders, completed a two-day differential fear learning paradigm (Leuchs
et al. 2018). On day one, two CS+ are reinforced with either an electrical
shock or an air blast, followed by extinction of the shock-associated CS
only. On day two, a recall session is followed by an unsignaled air puff
and a subsequent re-extinction session. Apart from ratings, startle EMG,
skin conductance (SCR) and pupil responses are recorded. We split our
sample into three a priori groups: 1) healthy subjects, 2) subjects with a
fear-related anxiety disorder (e.g. specific phobia, PTSD) and 3) subjects
with a non-fear related disorder (e.g. depression, generalized anxiety).
Stimulus dependent pupil dilations, SCR and rating time courses did not
differ among the groups. However, we observed a significant stimulus
x time x group interaction, showing elevated startle EMG to the CS+
during extinction in patients with fear-related disorders. We also noted a
higher mean overall startle response on day 2 in this group. Our results
are in line with the prevailing learning model that proposes impaired fear
extinction as a key mechanism in the etiology of pathological fear. In
our study, this pattern was specific to startle responses, indicating that
valence-based aspects of fear inhibition seem more relevant than cognitive
(prediction-related) aspects.

Notes:
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The mere physical presence of another person reduces
human autonomic fear responses

A11

Qi, Yanyan; Bruch, Dorothée; Herrmann, Martin J; Deckert, Jürgen
Fear is an aversive state. Thus, it is crucial to understand the psychological mechanisms that underpin fear reduction. In animal studies,
rodents and zebra-fish, amongst others, exhibited reduced physiological
fear responses due to mere physical presence of a conspecific. Further,
the animal’s anxiety state and the conspecific’s similarity modulated the
extent of fear reduction. Humans are innately social, yet it is unclear
whether such social modulation effects on fear also exist in humans. In
our study, 66 healthy females experienced fear-inducing (human screams)
or neutral sounds (natural sounds) alone (alone group, N=31), or together
with an unknown female student who was merely physically present (social
group, N=35). We collected autonomic fear responses (skin conductance
responses, SCRs) and participants rated subjective fear and the similarity
between themselves and the other. We observed a significant reduction
in fear-related SCRs in the social compared to the alone group. Interestingly, reduction of SCRs was stronger in participants who showed a
high level of state anxiety. Mediation analyses revealed that the influence
of state anxiety on SCRs to fear-inducing sounds was fully mediated by
the perceived similarity of the other person, i.e., the more dissimilar the
other person, the larger the SCRs reduction. These findings may inform
models of pathological fear as well as clinical interventions for anxiety disorders. More generally, our results show that the basic mechanism of fear
reduction that is found in animal models translates to humans, and thus
highlight the validity of the phenomenon across species. In a follow-up
study we investigate if the social modulation of fear is affected by gender.
To do so, we use the same set up, but test autonomic fear responses in
male in the presence of a male person. Comparing the results with the
female sample will reveal if the observed basic social mechanism of fear
modulation generalizes across gender.

Notes:
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Gender Differences in Social Fear Conditioning in Virtual
Reality

A12

Reichenberger, Jonas; Pfaller, Michael; Shiban, Youssef; Mühlberger, Andreas
Women nearly twice as often develop a SAD than men, while the reason
for that difference is still on debate. Our study investigates gender differences and the effect of male vs. female virtual agents in low (LSA) and
high (HSA) socially anxious persons regarding the acquisition and extinction of social fear in a social fear conditioning (SFC) paradigm in VR.
Sixty participants actively approached several agents, some of which were
paired with an aversive unconditioned stimulus (US) consisting of a verbal
rejection and spitting simulated by an aversive air blast (CS+), or without
an US (CS-). Primary outcome variables where defined for each of 4 levels
of emotional reactions and include experience (fear ratings), psychophysiology (fear-potentiated startle), behavior (avoidance) and cognition (unforeseen recognition memory task). Secondary outcome variables were
personality traits, contingency ratings, skin conductance response (SCR)
and heart rate (HR) response. As hypothesized, fear ratings increased significantly during acquisition and the differentiation between CS+ and CSvanished during extinction. Additionally, women reported higher fear than
men. Furthermore, a clear difference in fear-potentiated startle response
between male CS+ and CS- at the end of acquisition indicates successful
SFC to male agents in both groups. Concerning behavior, results exhibited a general larger distance to agents in HSA than LSA participants,
and also successful SFC in both groups. Regarding recognition, participants responded with a higher sensitivity for agent than object stimuli,
suggesting a higher ability to distinguish the target from the distractor
for social cues. Regarding the secondary physiological outcome variables,
we detected activation in HR response during acquisition, but no but no
differences between stimuli or groups. Moreover, we observed no CS+/CSdifferences in SCR. SFC was successfully induced and extinguished according to the primary outcome variables.

Notes:
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The effect of fear learning on perceptual habituation of
visceral sensations

A13

van de Pavert, Iris; van Diest, Ilse; van Oudenhove, Lukas; Zaman, Jonas
Feelings of anxiety decrease the habituation of the perception of physical
sensations. However, studies focussing on the underlying mechanisms of
perceptual habituation and how fear influences this are lacking.
To this end, we developed an interoceptive fear conditioning procedure,
using oesophageal electrical stimulation. First, participants receive a CS
(strong sensation, not uncomfortable) repeatedly. Second, they are divided
into one of three groups: (1) experimental condition where CS is followed
by a painful US; (2) unpaired condition where CS and US are presented
but not in an associative manner; (3) CS-only group where only the CSs
are presented. Third, all participants go through an extinction procedure.
Each phase consists of 42 trials.
After each CS, participants are asked to rate the intensity of the stimulus as
well as US-expectancy after each phase. During the experiment, eye-blink
startle and skin conductance are measured to indicate defensive stance
and arousal, as well as Event-Related Potentials (ERPs) using EEG to
measure early and late components to uncover the difference within and
between the groups related to habituation of the intensity ratings. We
expect a difference in physiology measures between the groups indicating
fear learning in the experimental group but not in the other two. Further,
we expect reduced habituation for the experimental group as compared to
the unpaired and CS-only group. Finally, we will explore the ERPs for
differences in magnitude and latency within and between groups and how
these ERPs relate to the CS intensity scores.
During the conference, we will present this novel interoceptive fear conditioning paradigm as well as preliminary data.
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Theta oscillations in the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex A14
(dACC): Associated with stronger fear recall and impaired extinction recall and modified by 17ß-estradiol status
Bierwirth, Philipp; Sperl, Matthias F. J.; Antov, Martin I.; Stockhorst,
Ursula
Animal studies suggest a role of prefrontal theta vs. gamma oscillations
for fear recall vs. extinction recall. Correspondingly, a first study in humans revealed that theta oscillations in the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex
(dACC) accompanied fear recall, whereas gamma oscillations in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) were associated with extinction recall
[1]. Further, in animals and humans the female sex hormone 17??-estradiol
(E2) improved extinction recall. A study addressing the modifying role of
E2-status for prefrontal oscillations is missing. Thus, we examined 20
free-cycling women during mid-cycle (high E2, low progesterone [P4]), 20
women using oral contraceptives (low E2, low P4), and 20 men (low E2, low
P4). To examine fear recall vs. extinction recall, we used differential conditioning with four pictures of male faces as conditioned stimuli (CS), and
a 95-dB white-noise burst as the unconditioned stimulus (US). During fear
acquisition, two CS were paired with the US (CS+), whereas the other two
were not (CS-). During subsequent extinction learning, only one CS+/CSpair was presented. Fear recall and extinction recall were assessed 24h after
fear acquisition. Electroencephalogram (64-channel EEG) was recorded.
Theta and gamma oscillations were source-localized via standardized low
resolution electrotomography (sLORETA). Furthermore, CS-related skin
conductance responses (SCRs) and subjective ratings were assessed, both
revealing successful fear acquisition and immediate extinction. On Day 2
we found enhanced fear recall but also impaired extinction recall in differential SCR and subjective ratings, which was accompanied by stronger
differential theta power in the dACC. Regarding E2-status, men and OC
women showed stronger fear recall and worse extinction recall than MC
women in SCR and theta oscillations. Gamma power in the vmPFC was
not modulated by fear vs. extinction recall.
[1] Mueller E. et al. (2014), J Neurosci., 34, 7059-7066.
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Pain-specific mechanisms of extinction learning

A15

Forkmann, Katarina
Electrical shocks have been used as an unconditioned stimulus to investigate fear learning for decades. However, we know little about painspecific mechanisms of learning and extinction of cue-pain associations.
According to the preparedness theory, some stimuli induce fear conditioning more easily than others. Undoubtedly, pain has a unique biological
relevance and might thus be prioritized over evolutionary less important
stimuli. This fMRI study investigates pain-specific aspects of the acquisition and extinction of CS-US associations using a differential conditioning
paradigm in healthy subjects. We compared neural (fMRI) and behavioral responses (valence and contingency ratings) to visual cues (CS+)
that either predicted painful thermal stimulation (USpain) or aversive auditory stimulation of matched unpleasantness (UStone). We assume that
CS-pain associations will be acquired faster and will be more resistant
to extinction compared to equally aversive auditory stimuli. Data of 23
subjects (11 male, 25±3 years) were included into the behavioral analyses using linear mixed effects model (LMM) analyses. Importantly, mean
unpleasantness ratings during habituation and acquisition did not differ
for CS+pain and CS+tone. LMM analyses on valence ratings provided
during acquisition revealed a significant CS type x time x anxiety interaction, indicating that higher anxiety ratings for pain than for tone were
associated with an enhanced increase in valence ratings for CS+pain compared to CS+tone over time. Valence ratings during extinction revealed
a significant CS type x time x anxiety interaction suggesting that higher
pain compared to tone anxiety ratings were associated with a lower decrease in valence ratings for CS+pain compared to CS+tone. Contrary
to our hypothesis, the decrease of contingency ratings from acquisition to
extinction was significantly stronger for CS+pain compared to CS+tone.
Preliminary imaging results will be presented at the conference.
This study was supported by SFB1280

Notes:
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Crossmodal extinction of conditioned fear responses

A16

Fraunfelter, Laura-Ashley; Gerdes, Antje B. M.; Alpers, Georg
W.
Fear is often triggered by cues from more than one sensory modality. However, the established laboratory model of fear acquisition, generalization,
and fear extinction typically involves cues from a single sensory modality only. We replicated fear generalization from a conditioned picture (a
face) to a semantically related sound (a voice) and set out to investigate
whether extinction training in a modality not involved in acquisition (the
voice) can transfer to the original conditioned fear of the face. In a differential conditioning paradigm, 65 participants acquired a fear response to
a visual cue, either a male or a female face. To test for generalization in a
between group design, participants were either presented the conditioned
and unconditioned faces (vCS+ and vCS-) (n=22), or a congruent male
or female voice (aGS+ and aGS-) (n=21), or a morphed version of the
vCS+ (mCS+) and the vCS- (n=22). Each of these presentations were
repeated for extinction training. In the ensuing extinction test, all stimuli
were presented again. Critically, the reduction in risk of shock ratings
varied depending on the material used in extinction training: the original
conditioned stimulus (vCS+) and the morphed face (mCS+) were more
effective than the semantically related sound (aGS+). This is the first
study to demonstrate that extinction of conditioned fear is specific to the
sensory modality in which the conditioned fear response was acquired. Our
result suggests that relevant fear cues from all sensory modalities should
be identified and targeted in exposure treatment of anxiety disorders.

Notes:
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The neural underpinnings of stimulus-based extinction
generalization

A17

Hagedorn, Bianca; Wolf, Oliver T.; Merz, Christian J.
Generalization of fear seems to be naturally acquired as it is commonly
observed in fear-related disorders, whereas extinction appears to be
more stimulus-specific. Thus, the generalization of extinction processes
requires further investigation since it comprises the potential to overcome
stimulus-specificity and counteract fear-generalization ultimately reducing
relapses. In the present discriminative fear-conditioning fMRI-paradigm
taking place on three consecutive days, we aim for creating a generalized
extinction memory in healthy men and women using multiple sizes of one
conditioned stimulus including its original size as generalization stimuli
(CS+G). In contrast, the other conditioned stimulus is solely presented
in its original size during extinction training (CS+N; non-generalized).
During recall, comparing the responding to a former unpresented size of
CS+G and CS+N allows to investigate extinction generalization success.
The generalized reduction in fear expression should be reflected in lower
skin conductance responses to the new-sized CS+G compared to the
new-sized CS+N. A higher fear reduction for the CS+G compared to
the CS+N is expected to be mirrored in an increased activation of the
inhibitory vmPFC, in turn suppressing fear expression in the amygdala,
dACC and anterior insula. Contrary to fear generalization, we assume
as underlying mechanism for extinction generalization a reduced pattern
separation in the hippocampus, which is hypothesized to be reflected
in enhanced functional coupling between the hippocampus and fearinhibitory areas. Hence, we target to investigate whether stimulus-based
extinction generalization constitutes a basis for a more resistant extinction
memory less prone to return of fear. Results of this currently ongoing
study will be presented during the conference.
This study was supported by This work is funded by the Collaborative
Research Center 1280: Extinction Learning
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Disrupting the Reconsolidation of Conditioned Fear with
a Working Memory Intervention

A18

Jaswetz, Lars
Memory reconsolidation refers to the process during which a previously
reactivated memory briefly becomes malleable, before being stored (consolidated) anew. During this window of opportunity, memories can be
updated. This has interesting applications for the treatment of anxiety and PTSD, since interventions targeting the reconsolidation process
can target fear memories directly. This could present a serious advantage over exposure therapy, since it is believed that exposure leaves the
original fear memory intact, which can lead to return of the fear. Currently, reconsolidation-based interventions are mostly carried out with a
drug that inhibits amygdala activity, erasing learned fear by blocking emotional memory reconsolidation. However, translating these paradigms using drugs into clinical practice is difficult, since there are practical concerns
surrounding the drug. Therefore, new treatment options have to be tested
that can more easily be translated into clinical practice. One promising
option could be a working memory task called the “n-back task”, which has
been shown to deactivate the amygdala while activating a fronto-parietal
network in the brain. Here, we want to test whether or not the administration of the n-back task during the reconsolidation window can erase the
expression of conditioned fear and whether or not it can block reinstatement.

Notes:
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Neural mechanisms mediating glucocorticoid effects on
extinction and relapse: A matter of timing

A19

Jentsch, Valerie L.; Merz, Christian J.; Meir Drexler, Shira; Wolf, Oliver
T.
Stress hormones are potent modulators of learning and memory processes,
typically enhancing memory consolidation but impairing memory retrieval.
In recent years, work from our and other groups has intriguingly shown
that stress and glucocorticoids (GCs) have similar timing-dependent effects on extinction memory as well. In a set of three pharmacological
fMRI studies, we show that these effects are mainly mediated by GCinduced alterations in the prefrontal-amygdala-hippocampal circuit. Cortisol administration prior to extinction training diminished activation of
the amygdala-hippocampal complex and enhanced functional connectivity of the parahippocampal gyrus (PHG) with the ventromedial prefrontal
cortex (vmPFC), leading to reduced fear recall at the beginning of extinction learning. Interestingly, during extinction retrieval one week later,
the cortisol group still showed increased hippocampal activation and connectivity to the vmPFC, indicating a facilitation of extinction memory
consolidation under elevated GC levels. By contrast, cortisol administration before extinction retrieval suppressed vmPFC activation and its
functional connectivity with the PHG, anterior cingulate cortex and cerebellum while it boosted neural signaling in the amygdala, resulting in
an impairment of extinction retrieval and enhanced fear. Together, our
results illustrate that GCs timing-dependently modulate activity of excitatory fear and inhibitory extinction circuits that ultimately determines
the dominance and expression of either the fear or extinction memory
trace during later retrieval. We thereby provide novel insights into a neuroendocrine mechanism, which may help in understanding, how stress and
stress hormones promote relapses on the one hand while augmenting the
efficacy of exposure-based treatments for anxiety- and stress-related disorders on the other hand.
This study was supported by SFB1280
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The effect of rewarded extinction on implicit and explicit
threat memories

A20

Keller, Nicole E.; Dunsmoor, Joseph E.
Defensive behaviors that result from fear conditioning can be extinguished
by repeatedly presenting a conditioned stimulus (CS) without its previously paired aversive unconditioned stimulus (US). However, extinction
is often followed by the re-emergence of extinguished behavior suggesting that extinction forms a secondary memory of safety that competes
with the original fear memory. Previous studies using category-based fear
conditioning in humans show that conditioning selectively enhances longterm explicit (episodic memory) and implicit memory (skin conductance
response, SCR) for conditioned exemplars (Dunsmoor et al., 2015; Dunsmoor et al., 2012). In the present study, we examined the effect on implicit and explicit fear memory when fear conditioning was followed by a
competing experience of reward. Participants were presented with a heterogeneous collection of pictures of animals and tools, and exemplars from
one category (CS+; animals or tools, counterbalanced) were paired with
an electrical shock, whereas objects from the other category (CS-; tools
or animals, respectively) were never paired with shock. Immediately after
fear conditioning, subjects underwent standard extinction, were the shock
was no longer presented following the CS+, or rewarded extinction (i.e.,
counterconditioning), where the shock was unexpectedly replaced with a
rewarding stimulus. Episodic memory and spontaneous recovery of the
conditioned skin conductance response were tested 24-hours after day 1.
Results showed that a competing memory of reward diminishes return of
SCRs, as compared to standard extinction, but did not impact episodic
memory for CS+ items encoded during fear conditioning. We suggest that
rewarded fear extinction may engage an opponent and competing reward
system that competes with and inhibits implicit memory enhancements
for fearful events.

Notes:
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Acute stress leads to the return of outgroup-related fear

A21

Merz, Christian J.; Eichholtz, A.; Wolf, O.T.
When using ingroup and outgroup faces as conditioned stimuli (CS), it
could be shown that extinction learning is impaired for outgroup faces, but
not for ingroup faces. Whether this outgroup extinction bias also transfers
to a later retrieval test remains to be shown. In addition, previous studies revealed that the stress hormone cortisol is linked to a higher return of
fear possibly by impairing extinction retrieval. Hence, it could be assumed
that especially conditioned fear towards outgroup faces should return after
stress. In this study, 51 healthy women underwent fear acquisition, consisting of repeated presentations of two ingroup and two outgroup faces,
one of each was paired with an electrical stimulation (unconditioned stimulus, UCS), representing the CS+, whereas the other was not coupled with
the UCS (CS-). During extinction, all CS were presented again but with
no UCS application. On the next day, retrieval of conditioned responses
towards ingroup and outgroup CS took place after a stress or a control condition. Indeed, impaired extinction learning occurred for outgroup relative
to ingroup faces. Stress successfully elevated blood pressure and cortisol
concentrations. Main results concerning fear conditioning indicated that
stress led to higher skin conductance responses towards outgroup faces
compared to ingroup faces during the retrieval test. Taken together, we
replicated the outgroup extinction bias and that acute stress can increase
the outgroup-related return of fear. This finding might be explained by
the fact that stress leads to more habitual behavior, in this case more fear
towards prepared, threat-associated stimuli such as outgroup faces.
This study was supported by SFB1280: Extinction Learning

Notes:
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Effects of pharmacologically induced stress on the extinction and reinstatement of pain-related fear in health and
chronic pain

A22

Schlitt, Frederik; Schmidt, Katharina; Forkmann, Katarina; Bingel, Ulrike
Alterations in learning and ‘forgetting’ about pain might contribute to the
development and maintenance of chronic pain. Moreover, stress hormones
are known to modulate fear extinction in rodents and healthy humans.
This project aims at investigating the clinically relevant effects of pharmacologically induced stress on the extinction recall and reinstatement
of CS-pain associations. To this end, we examine chronic low back pain
patients (n=60) and healthy participants (n=60) in a placebo-controlled,
double-blind study using a 2-day differential fear conditioning paradigm.
To pharmacologically mimic a physiological stress response, participants
are randomized to either receive a single dose of hydrocortisone or an inert
substance (placebo) before extinction recall. Geometrical figures predict
the presence (CS+) or absence (CS-) of aversive stimulations (heat pain)
as visual cues.
We assume that administration of hydrocortisone impairs extinction recall
and enhances reinstatement of previously extinguished fear of pain. We
also expect these effects to be augmented in chronic pain patients compared
to healthy controls and to be related to individual trait variables. Data
acquisition is still running. Hence, we will show preliminary data of the
acquisition and extinction phase at the meeting.
A preliminary linear mixed model analysis revealed an interaction effect
of the factors time and condition for the acquisition phase indicating an
increase of CS+ and a decrease of CS- valence ratings over time during
acquisition. Surprisingly, this increase in CS+ valence ratings was more
pronounced in healthy controls compared to the patients group. In the
extinction phase, we observed a significant decrease of CS+ ratings over
time. This change over time did not differ between healthy controls and
chronic pain patients.
The effect of the pharmacologically induced manipulation cannot be analyzed as long as the study is still blinded.

Notes:
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Neural activation pattern similarity reflects fear learning
and extinction dynamics

A23

Sharifian, Fariba; Merz, Christian J.; Jentsch, Valerie L.; Wolf, Oliver T.
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) plays an important role in
the study of fear learning and extinction. However, typical fMRI studies measure average blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) signals
to evaluate neural activations in a specific brain region. Consequently,
the information carried by patterns of the activation in the brain is ignored. Alternatively, multi-voxel patterns make it possible to encode information about fear memories and even access their dynamics during fear
conditioning. In this study, we aimed at investigating distinct effects of
fear acquisition and extinction on conditioned stimuli (CS) and context
representations. We used a differential fear conditioning paradigm and
measured the BOLD signal for 64 healthy participants, in which three
different light colors served as CSs in two different contexts. During acquisition, two colors were paired with an electric shock (unconditioned
stimulus, UCS), whereas only one of them was later extinguished in a
different context. One of the colors was never paired with UCS. Then,
we calculated a similarity matrix between trials for CSs as well as contexts separately. During acquisition, increases in representation similarity
emerged in fear-related structures such as the insula and orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), which decreased during extinction. Similarity was increased
in the inhibitory-related ventromedial prefrontal cortex during extinction.
Moreover, we found a decrease in the context representation similarities in
the hippocampus and OFC during extinction. In most of the regions, these
temporal dynamics of the representation similarities show a move toward
more stable activation during fear acquisition fading during extinction. In
sum, our findings show that fear learning dynamics can be decoded by
neural activity pattern dependencies, which is not limited to the CSs but
also involves changes in contextual representation.

Notes:
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Experimental boundary conditions of reinstatement induced return of fear in humans: intensity of reinstatement

A24

Sjouwerman, Rachel; Lonsdorf, Tina B
The so-called ‘replicability crisis’ has triggered methodological discussions
in many areas of science, including psychology. Hence, a call for careful consideration of apparently subtle procedural changes with potentially
large consequences has recently been put forward. This increased the urge
to investigate methodological boundary conditions - also in the field of fear
conditioning research. We start by investigating one example of procedural heterogeneity in experimentally-induced return of fear in fear conditioning research (N=189): reinstatement intensity as potential boundary
condition. We adapt Bayesian statistical approaches beyond classical null
hypothesis significance testing to qualify evidence for or against this potential methodological boundary condition in reinstatement-induced return of
fear. No evidence for an effect of reinstatement intensity as methodological boundary condition on return of fear responding was observed in either
behavioral or physiological measures across groups exposed to zero, one or
four reinstatement stimuli. Yet, groups exposed to reinstatement stimuli
showed increased startle potentiation to the reinstatement administration
context as compared to the control group, supporting the role of context
conditioning in reinstatement. In sum, our results speak against reinstatement intensity as potential boundary condition in experimentally-induced
return of fear and consequentially as a potential explanation of heterogeneous findings in the literature.
This study was supported by DFG (grant ID 1980/2-1 to TBL)

Notes:
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Striatal prediction error signaling during fear extinction
in humans

A25

Thiele, Martina; Thiele, M., Yuen, K. S. L., Gerlicher, A. M. V., Kalisch,
R.
Recent research in rodents hints at the importance of a dopamine dependent prediction error (PE) in the ventral striatum (VS) during fear extinction (Luo et al., 2018, Salinas Hernandez et al., 2018, Felsenberg et al.,
2018). We show this effect in humans in a sample of 60 healthy subjects
in our computational modeling study. Subjects performed a fear conditioning/extinction/reconditioning task adapted from Raczka et al., (2011)
during fMRI. Two geometric symbols (one randomly assigned as CS+),
are each presented 12 times per phase. A painful, but tolerable, electric
stimulation at the right ankle served as US presented at the end of CS+.
Reinforcement ratio was 66%. Fear/surprise ratings and skin conductance
responses (SCR) were acquired continuously during the task. Fear ratings were used to set up a trial-by-trial Rescorla-Wagner Model (RW) to
estimate the crucial parameters which were fed into the MRI model as
parametrical modulators (Raczka et al., 2011, Rescorla & Wagner, 1972):
Vt+1 = Vt + a(R - Vt)
(R-Vt) is PE - the difference between the expected and the actual outcome
- , V reflects the CS-US association and a the learning rate per phase.
We found a clear differentiation between CS+ and CS- in ratings as well
as SCR data of all participants. There was significant fear related activity
in fear related areas during conditioning and reconditioning and during
extinction to a lesser extent. Strikingly, we found PE related activity in
VS during extinction. This pronounces the importance of PE signaling
for fear extinction and opens up new treatment options (e.g. enhancing
dopamine availability by L-DOPA).

Notes:
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The more the better? Salivary alpha amylase as manipulation check for successful transcutaneous vagus nerve
stimulation in context conditioning

A26

Genheimer, Hannah; Andreatta, Marta; Pauli, Paul
First evidence suggests acceleration of the declarative extinction memory
due to transcutaneous vagus nerve stimulation (tVNS) in humans. The
salivary alpha-amylase (sAA) level seems a reliable manipulation check
for such stimulation as it positively correlates with the amount of central
norepinephrine. In order to investigate the relationship between the quantity of stimulation and the stabilization of extinction memory trace, we
applied tVNS for four consecutive days and performed a differential context conditioning. On Day 1 (acquisition), 27 participants received sham
ear stimulation and were guided through two virtual offices while mildly
painful electric stimuli (unconditioned stimuli, US) were delivered in one
office (anxiety context, CTX+) but never in the other (safety context,
CTX-). On Day 2, extinction was performed similar to acquisition without US administration. Here, one group of participants received tVNS
and the other sham stimulation. On Day 3 and 4, participants received
the respective ear stimulation for 30 min. On Day 5, three reinstatement
US were delivered followed by a test phase. At the beginning and end of
each day, sAA samples were collected. We found successful acquisition of
conditioned anxiety in terms of potentiated startle responses and increased
ratings of arousal, anxiety and contingency in CTX+ compared to CTX-.
This distinction disappeared during extinction. Conditioned anxiety returned after reinstatement as differential responses in startle and ratings
for CTX+ vs. CTX- revealed. However, no differences between tVNS and
sham stimulated participants were found neither in extinction nor in reinstatement. Unexpectedly, sAA levels did also not differ between groups at
no time. As a result, one can discuss that we either did not successfully
stimulate the vagus nerve or that sAA is not the best way to control for
stimulation. Therefore, further research on the investigation of a reliable
method to check valid tVNS is warranted.

Notes:
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Temporal dynamics of costly avoidance in newly acquired
fears

A27

Boschet, Juliane M.; Scherbaum, Stefan; Pittig, Andre
Individuals suffering from anxiety disorders typically avoid fear-relevant
stimuli even if it leads to severe impairments and the loss of competing
positive outcomes. In this regard, rewards competing with fear-relevant
stimuli are discounted. The current study investigates the effect of human fear conditioning on subsequent approach-avoidance decisions. During fear acquisition training, one formerly neutral stimulus (CS+) is paired
repeatedly with an aversive, unconditioned stimulus (US). Another stimulus (CS-) is never paired with the US. A control group undergoes the same
procedure, with the exception that they receive a neutral tone instead of
an aversive US. In a subsequent approach-avoidance decision task, participants choose repeatedly between two options: A safe option is always
linked to a small reward and the certain absence of the CS+. A conflict
option is linked to higher rewards and a varying probability of being confronted with the CS+. Mouse movements are recorded to investigate the
temporal impact of reward and threat information. We hypothesize that
(a) individuals in the experimental group, but not in the control group,
avoid the CS+, and (b) in the experimental group, the impact of threat
information is stronger and faster than the impact of reward information.
Preliminary results will be presented at the conference.
This study was supported by Faculty of Human Sciences, University of
Würzburg

Notes:
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Conflicts between habitual avoidance and goal-directed
approach behaviour

A28

Glück, Valentina; Pittig, Andre
Habitual, outcome-insensitive behaviours have been found to be prioritized
over goal-directed, outcome-sensitive behaviours in various psychological
disorders. Specifically, a habitual component has previously been proposed
to be a relevant factor in avoidance (LeDoux et al., 2017). We used an outcome devaluation paradigm to test whether habitual avoidance impaired
subsequent goal-directed approach behaviour. Avoidance habit acquisition consisted of repetitive instrumental conditioning. In 200 trials, 55
healthy participants overlearned two simple avoidance responses (pressing
left/right button) to two background colour stimuli to prevent an aversive unconditioned electrical stimulus (US). Afterwards, the US outcome
was devalued by removing the US electrodes. In the second experimental
phase, neutral object stimuli were presented on top of the same background
colours and one novel control background colour. Participants could obtain financial rewards when responding correctly to the object stimuli.
Importantly, background colours were irrelevant for these goal-directed
approach responses. In congruent trials, approach responses were compatible with overlearned avoidance responses. In incongruent trials, approach
responses were contrary to the previously learned avoidance responses. In
control trials, approach responses were arbitrarily assigned left or right
button responses to the novel control colour. Rates of correct responses
were higher in congruent trials compared to incongruent and control trials,
but did not differ between incongruent trials and learning control trials.
Reaction times did not differ between congruent, incongruent, and control trials. These findings indicate the acquisition of outcome-insensitive
habitual avoidance responses, which affected subsequent goal-directed approach. This highlights the potential usefulness of a habit approach in the
study of mechanisms involved in dysfunctional avoidance behaviour.
This study was supported by Faculty of Human Sciences, University of
Würzburg

Notes:
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Avoidance response to a secondary danger cue among
anxious and non-anxious individuals

A29

Klein, Zohar; Berger, Smadar; Vervliet, Bram; Shechner, Tomer
Avoidance of non-dangerous stimuli is a behavioral characteristic of anxiety disorders. Hence, understanding the mechanisms underpinning avoidance behavior could improve clinical interventions. Previous findings using
avoidance learning tasks (AvTs) suggest that healthy individuals tend to
actively avoid aversive events when a danger cue is presented (e.g. CSP).
Importantly, following response prevention and extinction (RPE), these
individuals return to actively avoid extinguished CSP when the option to
avoid becomes available again (Vervliet & Indekeu, 2015). The aim of the
current study was to compare avoidance towards a secondary dangerous
cue among anxious individuals. Thirty highly anxious (GAD7>10) and 30
non-anxious adults completed a differential fear conditioning task whereby
they learned that a secondary danger cue (SCSP) predicted a danger cue
(CSP), which in turn predicted an aversive sound (unconditioned stimulus;
US). A third cue was never paired with either CS or with the US (safety
cue, CSM). Next, participants underwent an instrumental avoidance conditioning task, which allowed them to avoid upcoming events by pressing
a designated avoidance button. Avoidance was only made possible for
presentations of the CSM and the SCSP. Following avoidance conditioning, participants were exposed to RPE. Finally, participants completed
an avoidance test whereby CSs were presented without the US and the
avoidance button was available again. Preliminary results show that nonanxious individuals exhibited low levels of avoidance response toward the
SCSP during both the avoidance conditioning (52%) and the avoidance
test (40%). Data collection and analysis for the anxious group are currently in progress. Results from this study will expand our knowledge of
avoidance behavior of anxious versus non-anxious individuals to secondary
dangerous cues, that are not directly associated with an aversive outcome.

Notes:
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The exploration-exploitation dilemma in chronic pain

A30

Krypotos, Angelos-Miltiadis; Crombez, Geert, Claes, Nathalie, &
Vlaeyen, Johannes, W. S.
Chronic pain (i.e., subjective feeling of pain in absence of bodily problems)
is associated with major distress for individuals and high economic costs
for the society. Here, we aim to gain more insight on chronic pain by investigating potential biases in decision making. Specifically, daily individuals
either stick to decisions they have made before (e.g., choosing a restaurant where they have eaten before), or choose something different (e.g.,
go to a new restaurant). This so-called exploration/exploitation dilemma
has been widely tested in the context of rewards (e.g., addiction literature). Importantly, biases in exploration/exploitation decisions are to be
expected in chronic pain as well given that often individuals with chronic
pain symptomatology will stick to a dysfunctional behavior (e.g., kneeling
rather than bending for avoiding ‘breaking’ their back) rather than explore
alternative behaviors. Here, we present the results of two experiments in
which we tested a novel experimental paradigm for testing explore/exploit
dilemmas in pain. Participants had to freely move a joystick towards the 4
corners of a computer screen. Importantly, each movement was associated
with different probabilities of receiving a painful shock (Experiment 1), or
a painful shock together with rewarding points (Experiment 2). For each
experiment we fitted different computational models for describing participants’ behavior, as well as correlated the model parameters with a series
of individual difference questionnaires (e.g., intolerance of uncertainty, fear
of pain). The ultimate goal of this line of research is to better understand
decision-making in chronic pain.

Notes:
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The effect of acute stress on habitual avoidance

A31

Lemmens, Anke I.A.; Dibbets, Pauline; Fliek, Lorraine; Peters,
Maarten; Quaedflieg, Conny; Rijkeboer, Marleen; Smeets, Tom
Background. Learning is typically thought to be controlled by two different systems: a goal-directed system and a habit system. After practice and repetition, behavior becomes more and more guided by triggering, environmental stimuli (habitual) as opposed to the expected outcome
(goal-directed). Habitual behavior has primarily been studied in appetitive paradigms, but is less well studied in aversive paradigms. The current
study aims to demonstrate that overtraining of avoidance behavior leads to
habitual avoidance. Moreover, it will be investigated whether stress leads
to increased reliance on habits, as stress leads to a higher cognitive load,
potentially taxing goal-directed control. Method. The experiment will
consist of 4 phases: (1) A Pavlovian acquisition phase, where participants
learn that the red dot will be followed by a loud scream and the green
dot will not be followed by the scream; (2) an avoidance learning phase,
where participants learn to press the key congruent to the location of the
red dot to avoid the scream; (3) either a stress induction task (MAST) or
control task, and (4) an avoidance habit test, where contingencies will be
reversed and participants have to respond by pressing the incongruent key
in order to avoid the scream. Before the experiment will be conducted, we
will first pilot whether overtraining of avoidance behavior leads to habitual
avoidance.

Notes:
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Bidirectional relationship between avoidance behaviour
and pain-related fear

A32

van Vliet, Christine; Meulders, Ann; Vancleef, Linda; Vlaeyen, Johan
Although avoidance of a painful stimulus is mainly intended to reduce the
accompanying anticipatory fear, our previous study showed it increased
pain-related fear when the option to avoid was available and, when previous avoidance behaviour was no longer available. This suggests a bidirectional relationship between pain-related fear and avoidance behaviour.
That is fear leads to avoidance behaviour and avoidance behaviour leads to
fear. Furthermore, we hypothesize that avoidance can serve as a source of
information that fuels irrational pain-related threat beliefs, which in turn
increases pain-related fear. Participants (N=66) were exposed to a painful
heat stimulus and were divided into two groups, an avoidance group and
a control group. Participants in the avoidance group were instructed they
could avoid the full heat intensity at a certain point by pressing the stopbutton, while control group participants were exposed to the full painful
heat stimulus at all times. In reality and unknown to the participants,
the intensity and duration of the heat stimulus was independent of the
avoidance response, and was identical in both groups. During the test, the
avoidance response was no longer available. In line with our expectations,
pain-related fear levels were higher when the option to avoid was no longer
available. In the control group, a decrease in pain-related fear levels was
observed throughout the experiment. Results of the mediation of threat
beliefs on pain-related fear will be discussed during the conference.

Notes:
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The link between conditionability, fear generalization,
and PTSD symptom development

A33

Miedl, Stephan F.; Rattel, Julina A.; Franke, Laila K.; Wilhelm, Frank H.
Following traumatic events, people vastly differ both in trauma-cue related fear reactions and clinical symptoms like involuntary aversive trauma
memories (intrusions). Individual differences both in conditionability and
fear stimulus generalization, the transfer of fear from a conditioned stimulus (CS+) to safe stimuli (CS-), may explain this, since intrusions can be
conceptualized as conditioned responses to trauma reminder cues. Clinically, elevated conditionability (Blechert et al. 2007) and fear generalization (Kaczkurkin et al. 2017) have been found in posttraumatic stress
disorder (PTSD). The aim of the current study was to investigate in an
experimental psychopathology etiology model if individual differences in
conditionability and/or fear generalization explain the propensity for intrusions, a hallmark-symptom of PTSD. To this end, we combined the
fear-generalization paradigm (using ten circles increasing in size to elicit
a fear-generalization effect measured by eye-blink startle EMG; Lissek et
al. 2008) and the conditioned-intrusion paradigm (using aversive films and
neutral sounds to induce a conditioned fear-response and subsequent filmrelated intrusions; Wegerer et al. 2013). We expected that a higher tendency for both fear conditionability and fear generalization would predict
higher intrusion-load (number x distress of intrusions), both in a laboratory
memory triggering task and during subsequent seven days. Preliminary
results confirmed a significant relationship between conditionability and
intrusion-load. The relationship between fear generalization and intrusionload showed a trend towards significance. Results provide evidence for an
etiological link between the individual degree of conditionability and subsequent intrusions and also suggest a role of individual differences in fear
generalization. Both conditionability and propensity for fear generalization may represent risk factors for PTSD-like symptoms after experiencing
traumatic events.

Notes:
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Reducing generalization of conditioned fear: Comparison of a fear-specific discrimination training with fearunrelated training

A34

Herzog, Katharina; Andreatta, Marta; Franke, Domschke, Katharina;
Deckert, Jürgen; Pauli, Paul
Anxiety patients tend to over-generalize conditioned fear, possibly because
of their incapacity to perceive differences between threat and safety signals.
Discrimination trainings are promising approaches for reducing fear generalization. Here, we investigated the role of fear-specific or non-fear-specific
trainings on fear generalization.
Fifty-seven participants underwent a differential conditioning during which
one face (conditioned stimulus, CS+), but not another face (CS-) was associated with a desperate scream (unconditioned stimulus, US). During two
generalization phases, both CS+ and CS- as well as four morphs (generalization stimuli, GS) were presented. Between the generalization phases,
one third of participants underwent a fear-discrimination training (FearDT, discrimination between CS+ and the other faces), one third a shamdiscrimination training (Sham-DT, discrimination between the thickness
of lines), and one third a non-discrimination task (Non-DT, recognition of
a target presented with several distracters).
Aware participants showed larger skin conductance responses (SCR) to
CS+ vs. CS- and rated CS+ more arousing. Conditioned fear responses
gradually increased with the similarity of the GS to CS+. Interestingly,
Fear-DT reduced physiological fear generalization more strongly than
Sham-DT and Non-DT.
In conclusion, fear acquisition but not generalization seems dependent on
contingency awareness. Discrimination training per se is not enough in reducing fear generalization, while using fear-relevant stimuli during training
seemed to be more efficient.
This study was supported by DFG (SFB-TRR 58) - Project Z02

Notes:
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The scar(e)s of a bad youth. Overgeneralization as a
mechanism linking childhood trauma and psychopathology.

A35

Samaey, Celine; van Winkel, Ruud
Converging evidence has shown that childhood trauma (CT) is a major
risk factor for developing psychopathology in adulthood. This is especially
true for social adversity, the situation in which a person is intentionally
traumatized by others. Many studies have presented CT as a potential
etiological factor for several psychiatric disorders, yet, the mechanisms
through which CT impacts mental health are not clear. We propose the
overgeneralization of fear as a potential underlying factor moderating the
link between CT and psychopathology. Overgeneralization of fear originates from the impaired discrimination of neutral or safe stimuli from negative stimuli and has been shown to play a role in a variety of psychiatric
disorders, including anxiety disorders, PTSD and obsessive-compulsive disorders. Furthermore, altered fear conditioning and fear circuitry have been
implicated in CT as well. Unfortunately, most studies assess the effect of
CT retrospectively. We will therefore use a longitudinal, prospective approach to study the impact of CT in adolescents between the age of 12
and 16. We will assess fear generalization and its related mechanism of
pattern separation, in which the hippocampus judges whether information
is distinct from past experiences (pattern separation) or can be retrieved
from past experiences (pattern completion). We hypothesize that children with a history of CT show increased generalization of fear during a
fear generalization paradigm as well as reduced pattern separation as compared to controls. We further hypothesize that the overgeneralization of
fear correlates with psychopathology symptoms in both adolescents with
and without a history of CT. We hope to be able to present our theoretical framework, study design and pilot data to experts in the field of fear
generalization in order to spark conversation on this new project.
This study was supported by FWO grant

Notes:
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Fear generalization in children and adolescents: a crosssectional study across ages

A36

Slyschak, Anna; Reinhard, Julia; Daub, Jonas; Pauli, Paul; Romanos,
Marcel
Anxiety disorders (AD) are widely spread mental disorders with onset in
childhood and adolescence. Pronounced fear generalization is a characteristic feature in adult patients with AD compared to healthy controls,
while only few studies investigated fear generalization in minors. Our previous investigation indicates that in healthy children aged 8 to 10 years
fear generalization is stronger compared to adults possibly reflecting the
overall increased risk to develop AD in childhood. However, the developmental time trajectories of generalization gradients from childhood via
adolescence into adulthood are unclear. We investigated 70 healthy children (8-12 years) and 66 healthy adolescents (13-17 years) by applying a
well-established fear conditioning and generalization paradigm (screaming
lady paradigm). Fear generalization was assessed via subjective ratings
of arousal, valence and contingency and objectively via skin conductance
response as a psychophysiological measure. We hypothesized that generalization gradients were attenuated in adolescents compared to children.
Currently, the data is analyzed whereby preliminary results indicate that
there is an important influence of contingency on the course of the generalization gradient, while effects exerted by age seem to be of lesser relevance.
Contingency relates to the awareness whether a proband understood the
relationship between the CS+, which is associated with an aversive stimulus depending on the phase in 82 or 50% of all cases, and the CS-, which
is never associated with an aversive stimulus independent of the phase.
More (detailed) results will be presented during the EMHFC. To date,
the specific development of fear generalization from childhood into adulthood remains unclear. A profound understanding of the developmental
mechanisms underlying the trajectories of fear generalization may provide
a basis for early interventions, thus modifying the course leading from
dysregulated fear to pathological anxiety.
This study was supported by SFB TRR 58 fear, anxiety and anxiety disorders

Notes:
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The relationship between fear generalization and pain
modulation: An investigation in healthy participants

A37

Vandael, Kristof; Meulders, Michel; Vanden Boer, Celine; Meulders, Ann
Pain-related fear and its subsequent generalization is key to the development and maintenance of chronic pain disability. Research has shown that
pain-related fear acquired through classical conditioning generalizes following a gradient, that is, novel movements that are proprioceptively similar
to the original pain-associated movement elicit more fear. Studies suggest
that classical conditioning can also modulate pain and conditioned fear
seems to mediate this effect. However, it remains uninvestigated whether
this is also the case for generalized fear. In a voluntary joystick movement
paradigm, one movement (conditioned stimulus; CS+) was followed by
pain (pain-US), and another was not (CS-). Generalization to five novel
movements (generalization stimuli; GSs) with varying levels of similarity
to the CSs was tested when paired with an at-pain-threshold intensity
stimulus (threshold-USs). We collected self-reported fear and pain, as well
as eyeblink startle responses as an additional index of conditioned fear.
Results showed a fear generalization gradient in the ratings, but not in
the startle measures. The data did not support the idea that fear generalization mediates spreading of pain. Despite this, the presented study is
a promising novel approach to investigate pain modulation and mediation
by fear in the context of chronic pain.

Notes:
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The effects of acute stress on fear generalization and avoidance
in humans
Smeets, Tom; Dibbets, Pauline; Lemmens, Anke; Kang, Sahaj; Beckers,
Tom
Characteristic of many stress- and anxiety-related disorders is the spreading of fear for the fear- evoking stimuli to related, but initially innocuous
cues (i.e., fear overgeneralization). Exposure to stress affects learning and
memory in various ways, including the acquisition and extinction of fear,
our ability to discriminate between cues, and memory generalization. In
the current study, we examine whether participants who are exposed to
acute stress will display greater overgeneralisation of fear and increased
reliance on avoidant safety behaviours compared to non-stressed controls.
A standard human fear conditioning protocol will be used, with differential
fear acquisition on Day 1. Twenty-four hours later on Day 2, participants
are exposed to the Maastricht Acute Stress Test or a no-stress control procedure, after which avoidant safety behaviour and fear generalisation are
measured. Results of this study will be presented and discussed.

Notes:
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Neurocognitive Mechanisms of Implicit Biases - Fear Generalization of Conditioned Facial Features in Absence of Contingency
Awareness
Roesmann, Kati; Wiens, Nele; Junghöfer, Markus
Generalized social biases may partly be rooted in repeated public presentations of single criminal individuals. Employing behavioral measures
and magnetoencephalo¬graphy, we here investigated the neurocognitive
mechanisms of implicit biases based on facial “generalization features”
(GF). Twenty-nine participants underwent a MultiCS conditioning phase,
in which 32 facial identities were either always paired with an aversive
scream (CS+) or remained unpaired (CS-). Importantly, CS+ and CSsystematically differed regarding their ratio of eye distance and mouth
width - i.e., the relevant GF. In pre- and post-conditioning phases, all CS
and 32 generalization stimuli (GS) - different facial identities that either
shared the GF of CS+ (GS+) or CS- faces (GS-) - were presented. Pair
comparisons with seven different “Fake-GF” revealed complete absence
of GF-US contingency awareness. In 2x2 ANOVAS, we observed maineffects of GF (CS+GF vs CS-GF) and interactions of GF and Stimulus
Type (CS vs. GS) on valence-, arousal-, and US-expectancy ratings. In
line with higher unpleasantness, arousal and US-expectancy ratings for
faces with the CS+GF, source-estimations of event-related fields showed
three significant clusters in temporo-occipital (<150ms; 553-587ms) and
anterior temporal (<100ms) brain regions with stronger neural responses
to CS+ and GS+ compared to CS- and GS-, respectively. Three additional
clusters in dorsal frontal areas revealed reverse effects at early (<100ms)
and mid-latency time intervals (173-203ms, 257-290ms) consistent with a
reduced GS+ inhibition by these regions. Our data reveal a rapid development of implicit biases and show that early amplifications of “emotional
attention” towards the CS+ in visual brain regions generalize to novel
individuals sharing relevant facial features. The observation of frontal
effects points towards early top-down modulations of these responses in
distributed highly plastic neural networks.
This study was supported by SF58C08

Notes:
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Generalization of pain-related avoidance behavior to novel safe
contexts
Meulders, Ann
Fear-avoidance models posit that pain-related fear and avoidance contribute to the transition from acute to chronic pain. When avoidance
behavior serves to reduce/eliminate genuine bodily threat, it is adaptive.
Yet, in the absence of actual danger, avoidance behavior may become maladaptive and lead to functional disability. Using a novel robotic arm reaching task, in which participants freely moved their arm to reach a target
location using the HapticMaster (i.e. 3-degree of freedom programmable
robotic arm). Three trajectories (T1-3) led to the target location. In this
study, healthy participants with either high or low levels of trait anxiety (based on trait version of the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, STAI)
performed arm reaching movements in two contexts during acquisition:
a pain-avoidance context (e.g., black background) and a yoked context
(e.g., white background). In the pain-avoidance context, a painful stimulus could be partly or completely prevented by performing the more effortful (in terms of distance and exerted force) trajectories T2 and T3; in
the yoked context, the same number of pain stimuli was delivered irrespective of the chosen trajectories. Avoidance behavior was operationalized as
the maximal deviation of the shortest trajectory; additionally we measured
pain-related fear and pain-expectancy for each trajectory. We tested differences in the generalization of pain-related avoidance to novel contexts that
were either more similar to the original safe or the original pain-avoidance
context (e.g. backgrounds of shades of grey). The results corroborate our
hypothesis that high-STAI participants avoid more in novel safe context,
but not in the novel context that was more similar to the pain-associated
context compared to low-STAI participants. In contrast, no interactions
with group materialized in the verbal ratings.
This study was supported by NWO-funded VIDI project “When the good
gets bad.and sticks! Understanding and challenging (the spreading of)
pain-related avoidance behavior”

Notes:
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The generalization of costly avoidance in a fear context
Wong, Alex H. K.; Pittig, Andre
Anxious individuals typically show excessive avoidance of fear-related stimuli even when approaching the stimuli would lead to potential reward.
This costly avoidance has been demonstrated in empirical fear conditioning studies where individuals avoid a threat cue that had previously been
directly paired with aversive experience, despite approaching it leads to
potential rewards. However, little is known about how costly avoidance
generalizes to stimuli related to the original threat cue. In the current
work, we examine whether generalization stimuli that were conceptually
related to the threat cue but were not directly associated with threat
would trigger any costly avoidances. During fear acquisition, items from
one category, mammal or fruit, were paired with shock (CS+) whereas
items from the other category were not (CS-). In the subsequent decision
making task, participants were presented with two choices, a high-reward
choice and a low-reward choice. In one group, high-reward choices led to
novel items that belonged to the CS+ category, where low-reward choices
led to novel items that belonged to the CS- category. In another group,
both choices led to novel items that neither belong to the CS+ nor the
CS- category. We hypothesized that the former group would select fewer
high-reward choices than the latter group. Results and implications will
be discussed.

Notes:
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7.2

Keynote 2 - Tanja Jovanovic: Using Translational Approaches in Fear Conditioning in Posttraumatic Stress
Disorder: The Good, the Bad and the Ugly

Jovanovic, Tanja
Learning about threat-related cues in the environment is one of the
most adaptive and phylogenetically conserved learning mechanisms across
species. However, fear learning can become maladaptive if it generalizes
to non-threatening, or even safe, cues. In humans, dysregulated fear
learning and expression is one of the key components of trauma-related
disorders, such as posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). The importance
of fear processing to PTSD provides several experimental paradigms that
can be linked to PTSD symptoms. Moreover, fear-potentiated startle and
skin conductance response used in fear conditioning offer tools that can be
used to better understand the neurobiological mechanisms and potential
treatment targets for PTSD. Work in my laboratory has used differential fear conditioning, conditional discrimination, and fear extinction
paradigms to examine impaired inhibition of fear in adults and children
with trauma exposure. We have consistently found that heightened fear
responses to safety signals is a specific biomarker for PTSD and may be
linked to genetic and developmental risk factors. Recent work has also
indicated that impaired inhibition of fear-potentiated startle can improve
with treatment for PTSD, offering neurobiological and objective measures
of change in fear processing. This presentation with provide an overview
of the fear conditioning methods used in PTSD with a focus on risk
factors and treatment effects, and on approaches that have the greatest
utility in translation from lab to clinic.

Notes:
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7.3

Symposium 4 - Avoidance

Manipulating memory associations eliminates avoidance behavior
Wang, Jianqin; Otgaar, Henry; Smeets, Tom; Howe, Mark L.
Research Question Memories of the past can guide humans to avoid harm.
Thus if memories are distorted, avoidance behavior should be affected.
More than 80 years of false memory research has shown that people’s
memory can be re-constructed or completely distorted by receiving false
feedback (Howe & Otgaar, 2013; Loftus, 2005; Schacter, 2012). The current study examined whether manipulating people’s memories of learned
associations would impact fear-related behavior.
Method A modified sensory preconditioning paradigm was used. Fifty-two
participants were tested based on G. Power analyses. In the association
phase, participants learned associations among pictures and circles (e.g.,
an S1+ picture always associated with a yellow circle) and then learned
that certain circles (e.g., the yellow circle; S2+) led to noise (85 ~ 105
dB). In order to change participants’ memory associations, in a memory
test later, they received verbal false feedback that some of their memories
were wrong, e.g., the S1+ picture did not pair with the yellow circle but
with an orange circle. Finally, they were asked to choose from pictures
to avoid noise. Results & Conclusion After receiving the false feedback,
participants’ beliefs and memories for learned associations decreased significantly compared to the control condition (Cohen’d 0.58~ 0.71, ps <
.001), indicating that the strength of memory associations became weaker
after false feedback. In the control condition, participants displayed a typical sensory preconditioning effect that they avoided choosing S1+ pictures
to escape noise, t(51)= - 3.44, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 0.48. However, in the
false feedback condition, they no longer showed avoidance to S1+ pictures,
t(51)= - 1.51, p = .14. These data suggest that false feedback to memory
associations might eliminate avoidance behavior in fear conditioning.

Notes:
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Tackling Fearful Avoidance using Counter-Conditioning: A
Causal Test for the Role of Appetitive Motivation in Fearful
Avoidance Behaviour
Klumpers, Floris; Iris van de Pavert, Anneloes Hulsman, Karin Roelofs
Anxiety disorders are prevalent in the population and costly for society,
while current treatment is not effective in all individuals. A central symptom of anxiety is avoidance behaviour, with excessive avoidance being
predictive of poor clinical outcomes. Appetitive motivation could play a
role in decreasing avoidance behaviour by increasing the positive valuation of the feared object. However, only a few studies have explored this
way of reducing avoidance leaving the clinical potential unclear. The current study used an approach-avoidance conflict paradigm to measure costly
avoidance behaviour in a healthy group of 28 participants. During counterconditioning training one stimulus was followed by eating a tasty snack
(CS+), while another was never followed by an outcome (CS-). Results
indicated that the CC-training was effective in reducing negative valuation
and decreasing avoidance behaviour for the CS+. Interestingly, this effect
did not appear mediated by changes in basic defensive responding as there
was no impact of the appetitive conditioning on fear-potentiated startle.
This study showed the importance of appetitive motivation for avoidance
behaviour, suggesting that treatment may benefit from focussing on increasing appetitive motivation to overcome avoidance.

Notes:
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The effect of background context and relief pleasantness in the
recovery of avoidance behaviors
Papalini Silvia; Ashoori Minoo; Vervliet Bram
Background: Fear renewal occurs when the background context changes
after extinction; however, whether avoidance behaviors are also influenced
by context changes following fear extinction is unknown. We examined
contextual renewal of avoidance and tested whether subjective ratings
of relief, a putative index of avoidance reinforcement, predicted individual levels of return of avoidance after EXT+RP. Methods: N=42 participated in the avoidance renewal experiment. A typical fear renewal
paradigm was adopted to include avoidance conditioning followed by extinction with response prevention (EXT+RP) in a different context, and
tested return of avoidance in both contexts. Avoidance (button clicking),
trial-by-trial relief ratings, skin conductance response (SCR) and retrospective US-expectancy ratings were recorded during each phase of the
task and analyzed within RM-ANOVAs. Results: Context influenced return of avoidance, as indicated by a Group x CS interaction in the first
test context, F(1,40)=5.76, p < .05, which was driven by higher avoidance
to CS+av in conditioning context A versus extinction context B, p < .05
(no difference for CS-, p = .91). Furthermore, return of avoidance was predicted by the level of relief during avoidance conditioning, b = .26, p < .05,
when controlling for the influence of avoidance rate during conditioning, b
= .53, p < .001. Interestingly, this effect was significant in the extinction
context, b = .40, p < .05, but not in the conditioning context, b = .04, p
= .87. Conclusions: A change back to the conditioning context elicited a
renewal of avoidance responding after EXT+RP, while the level of relief
in conditioning predicted renewal of avoidance within the extinction context. These results show that reinforcement strength and test conditions
(context) determine the return of avoidance and may contribute to relapse
of anxiety disorder.

Notes:
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Behavioral readouts of human fear conditioning in immersive
Virtual Reality
Binder, Florian P.; Spoormaker, Victor I.
Human fear conditioning is a well-established model for anxiety disorders and has been proposed a model for translational neuroscience. However, the readouts are typically behavioral in animal models (e.g., freezing,
avoidance behavior) but subjective and physiological in human studies.
Even though avoidance behavior is a key symptom of many anxiety disorders. To address this gap, we have developed a fully standardized experimental setup using immersive Virtual Reality (HTC Vive). Participants
can freely move in a 4m x 5m area and thereby feel present in the virtual
world (high presence). The procedure consists of a differential fear conditioning paradigm, followed by three tasks to objectively assess avoidance
behavior. The tasks differ in subject’s degree of freedom and the manipulation of cost of avoidance. During the procedure, we recorded participant’s
position in room, full body motion with inertial sensors, and heartrate with
a one-channel electrocardiography device. When the participants had to
choose between a path either next to the CS+ or next to the CS-, they
preferred the one next to the CS-. When they were seeking a fish with a
hand net in non-transparent water, almost all initially avoided the CS+.
After searching without success, all of them approached the CS+ at least,
but in varying degrees. When the participants were instructed to touch
the stimuli one after the other, only a subset of them needed more time for
the CS+ compared to the CS-. The avoidance behavior was additionally
affected by reinforcement in previous worlds. In conclusion, our tasks can
be used to objectively assess fear conditioned avoidance behavior. Touching the stimulus might be a useful approach for robust avoidance behavior
related to specific phobias, but not sensitive enough for avoidance behavior
after fear conditioning. For those purposes, Fishing and Path-Choice seem
to be more sensitive tasks, although generalization across worlds needs to
be taken into account.

Notes:
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7.4

Symposium 5 - Psychobiological Mechanisms

Symptom dimensions of anxiety and depression are related to
dissociable disruptions in threat neurocircuitry during fear conditioning
Young, Katherine S.; Bookheimer, Susan; Nusslock, Robin; Zinbarg,
Richard; Craske, Michelle
Neuroimaging studies of fear conditioning have highlighted altered functioning of threat neurocircuitry among individuals with anxiety disorders.
Existing studies have examined anxiety disorders in isolation, yet the majority of individuals experience symptoms of co-occurring disorders, particularly depression. The current project investigated relationships between
neural correlates of fear conditioning and symptoms common and unique to
anxiety and depressive disorders. Participants were 272 individuals (aged
18-19 years; 158 female) selected to ensure a range of scores on personality
measures related to threat and reward sensitivity. Participants underwent
functional MRI scanning during a Pavlovian fear conditioning task. Symptoms of anxiety and depression were assessed in a factor analytic framework which identified symptom dimensions of ‘General Distress’ (common
to anxiety disorders and depression), ‘Fears’ (specific to anxiety disorders)
and ‘Anhedonia’ (specific to depression). Results showed that symptoms
of general distress were associated with more negative vmPFC connectivity with lateral regions of PFC. Symptoms of fears were associated with
heightened positive connectivity between vmPFC and dACC/amygdala as
well as reduced activation of dmPFC. Symptoms of anhedonia were associated with reduced differential activation between conditional stimuli
in vmPFC and parahippocampal gyrus. Implications of these findings for
treatment-relevant learning processes will be discussed.
This study was supported by NIMH

Notes:
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Stress effects on visual cortex processing of fear-conditioned
stimuli
Antov, Martin I.; Plog, Elena; Bierwirth, Philipp; Stockhorst, Ursula
Stress is a potent modulator of learning and memory. The interaction
between stress and aversive memory formation is one key to understanding
trauma-related and anxiety disorders. In the visual cortex, fear learning
can alter visual processing during the early stages of perceptual analysis
to create a bias towards feared stimuli. Here, we asked if an additional
stress-induced elevation of arousal would sharpen the cortical tuning to a
fear-conditioned stimulus or induce a broader generalization instead. We
used steady-state visually evoked potentials (ssVEPs) elicited by Gabor
gratings with seven orientations (increasing in 10-degree steps) presented
in a phase-reversing stream at 14.16 or 15 Hz. After habituation to the
gratings, half of the participants immersed their dominant hand into icecold water for 3 min (cold pressor test: CPT). The other half completed
a warm-water-control task. Immediately after the stress or control task,
all participants underwent acquisition, where only the grating with the
middle orientation (CS+) was paired with an aversive 98 dB(A) noise
(US), while the other six gratings (CS-) were not. After a short break,
participants completed extinction training with all CS (no US). Finally, we
examined if stress affects the persistence of conditioned changes in cortical
processing. Therefore, we repeated the same procedure as in extinction
training and measured ssVEPs after a 24 h consolidation period. CPTstress was validated by peripheral physiology, salivary cortisol level, and
pain ratings. We will report results from the ongoing analyses of ssVEPs,
single-trial temporal dynamics of ssVEP, skin conductance responses and
subjective measures of CS-valence, arousal, and US-expectancy.

Notes:
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Are loved faces prepared safety signals? Central and peripheral
correlates of verbal threat and safety learning
Bublatzky, Florian; Guerra, Pedro
Significant others provide individuals with a sense of safety and security. However, the mechanisms that underlie attachment-induced safety
are hardly understood. Recent research has shown beneficial effects when
viewing pictures of the romantic partner leading to reduced pain experience and defensive responding. Building upon this, the present studies
tested the inhibitory capacity of loved familiar faces on fear acquisition,
reversal, and extinction learning. To this end, participants viewed pictures
of their loved ones (i.e., romantic partner, father, mother, and best friend)
as well as of unknown individuals. In Study 1, specific face identities were
verbally instructed as cues for shock threat or safety. In addition, reversal instructions were used to change affective contingencies. In Study 2,
contextual background colors indicated threat or safety and face pictures
were presented to test whether loved versus unknown faces reduce defensive responding and/or facilitate extinction learning. In both studies, a
broad set of psychophysiological measure were recorded (e.g., EEG/ERP,
facial-EMG, SCR, and ratings). Overall, results confirm previous findings
in showing pronounced defensive responding to instructed threat relative
to safety cues (e.g., threat-enhanced startle reflex, SCR, and early posterior negativity). Moreover, reversal instructions readily changed threat to
safety (and vice versa), and extinction learning was indicated by a slow
reduction of threat effects across time. Importantly, no significant interactions emerged between threat/safety instructions and face category for
none of the measures. Taken together, a long-term learning history of beneficial relations (e.g., with the romantic partner or supportive parents) did
not interfere with verbal threat instructions.
This study was supported by the German Research Foundation (BU
3255/1-1).
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Experimental investigation of the effect of distal stress on fear
memory
Klinke, Christopher M.; Fiedler, Dominik; Lange, Maren D.; Andreatta,
Marta
The experience of stressful events is a risk factor for anxiety or traumaand stressor related disorders. Experimental investigations of the effect of
predating stress on fear memory trace in humans is scarce. Therefore, the
present study aims to investigate distal stress effects on fear conditioning
in humans. The experiment comprised four days. On Day 1, forty-one participants underwent a stress (socially evaluated cold pressor test; SECPT)
or sham protocol. During acquisition (Day 2), one geometrical shape (conditioned stimulus, CS+), but not the other one (CS-), was paired with an
electric stimulus (unconditioned stimulus, US). During extinction learning (Day 3) CS were presented, but without the US. The recall phase
(Day 17) was identical to extinction, only with less trials. Preliminary results showed successful fear acquisition, evident in larger skin conductance
responses (SCR) and aversive ratings for the CS+ vs. CS-. Successful extinction was indicated by decreasing discriminative ratings. Interestingly,
marginally significant differential SCR persisted for the stress (vs. sham)
group. Two weeks later, both groups showed impaired extinction recall
(i.e., return of fear) on a subjective level and on SCR, but unexpected
only in the sham group. In sum, preliminary results suggest that distal
stress seems to stabilize fear memory consolidation and thereby impairing
extinction learning in humans. However, regarding late extinction recall
(i.e., 14 Days later) persistent CS+/CS- differentiation in the sham group
could be explained by spontaneous recovery effects, whereas potentiated
SCR reactions towards CS- could explain the non-discriminative responses
for the stress group. More data are needed to verify this assumptions.
This study was supported by DFG (SFB-TRR 58) - Project B08

Notes:
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7.5

Postersession B - Return of fear/beer

The effect of transcutaneous vagus nerve stimulation on
learning rates in a dynamic environment

B1

Burger, Andreas M.; Kooistra, Marike; Verkuil, Bart
Past experiences shape our current predictions of whether our actions will
lead to favourable or adverse outcomes. However, the extent to which these
learning experiences can adaptively guide our predictions and actions is
dependent on whether these previous action-outcome contingencies are stable or volatile. Previous studies have shown that the ability to adjust one’s
learning rate to the volatility of the environment is attenuated in anxious
individuals, and may be modulated by increasing noradrenergic activity.
In this study, we aim to assess the effects of transcutaneous vagus nerve
stimulation (tVNS) on the process of associative learning in a dynamic environment. tVNS is thought to modulate noradrenergic activity, and has
repeatedly been found to accelerate the extinction of declarative fear in
humans. We hypothesize that participants who receive tVNS will display
a higher learning rate overall, and that this effect will be more pronounced
in the volatile block. We tested the effects of tVNS within a pre-registered
Bayesian sequential analyses framework (to view the preregistration, go to
https://osf.io/cuvs4/). Participants are randomly assigned to receive either tVNS or sham stimulation while they completed a two-armed bandit
learning task. During each trial, participants are required to choose one of
two stimuli. In the stable block, one stimulus is followed by a shock in 25%
of all trials, and the other stimulus is followed by a shock in 75% of all trials. In the volatile block, the probability that a given stimulus is followed
by a shock switches between 80% and 20% every 20 trials. Results from
the first sequential analysis (40 participants in total) will be presented on
the poster. The results from this study will help to gain more insight into
the neurobiological underpinnings of learning from aversive experiences.
This study was supported by This work is supported by research grants
from the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO) awarded
to Bart Verkuil (Veni Grant 451-14-013), and the by the “Asthenes” longterm structural funding Methusalem grant (METH/15/011)

Notes:
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Elemental representation of a context may modulate configural conditioned anxiety

B2

Andreatta, Marta; Hannah Genheimer, Matthias J. Wieser, Paul Pauli
The systematic association of an initially neutral context (anxiety context,
CTX+) with unpredictable threatening events (unconditioned stimulus,
US) causes this context to elicit sustained fear responses (i.e., anxiety).
Notably, the US can be associated to the context as a whole (configural representation) or with its single elements (elemental representation).
Here, we investigated the role of these two representations in human contextual conditioning using virtual reality. Twenty-nine participants underwent a differential context conditioning during which they were passively
guided into two virtual offices. In one office (CTX+), one to three aversive USs were unpredictably delivered, but never in the other office (safety
context, CTX-). During test, ten elements from each office were singularly presented. Overall, successful context conditioning was indicated by
more negative valence, higher arousal and anxiety ratings for CTX+ as
compared to CTX-. As expected, a larger number of CTX+ compared to
CTX- elements were reported as associated with the US. Strikingly, participants who indicated up to seven CTX+ elements as associated with the US
(i.e., high elemental representation) showed weaker configural contextual
anxiety as compared to participants who did not indicate any particular
element of the CTX+ as US associated (i.e., low elemental representation).
Thus, the high-elemental-representation group reported lower differential
valence, arousal and anxiety ratings as compared to the low-elementalrepresentation group. In sum, both elemental and configural representations are necessary for the acquisition of contextual conditioned anxiety,
but the stronger the elemental representation is, the less necessary the
configural representation seems to be.
This study was supported by SFB TRR58, Project B01
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Effects of transcutaneous vagus nerve stimulation (tVNS)
on reversal learning, pupil size and salivary alpha-amylase.

B3

D’Agostini, Martina; Burger, Andreas M., Claes, Nathalie, Weymar,
Mathias, Van Diest, Ilse
Background: tVNS is associated with faster extinction learning in humans. Findings from animal studies employing invasive VNS suggest an
enhancement in central Noradrenaline (NA) as a possible mechanism of action (MAO) underlying such finding. In humans, noradrenergic manipulations influence learning speed in both classical conditioning and predictivelearning tasks. Furthermore, NA is implicated in error-driven attention,
which is a core process in associative learning (see theory of Pearce-Hall).
Aims: To investigate the effect of tVNS on 1. reversal learning, 2. errordriven attention in a predictive-learning task sensitive to a noradrenergic
manipulation, and 3. NA activity. Methods: 71 healthy participants were
randomly allocated to receive individually calibrated stimulation either on
the cymba concha (tVNS) or lobe (sham) of the left ear. Participants’
goal during the task was to learn to predict accurately which fruits sold
by different shops lead to stomach ache (vs. no stomach ache). Acquisition was followed by reversal learning. Primary outcomes of the predictive
learning task are percentage of correct predictions and change in pupil size
(PS) in anticipation of the outcome (as an index of error-driven attention).
In addition, tonic PS and salivary alpha-amylase (sAA; as noradrenergic
biomarkers) were assessed at three time points: t0 (prior acquisition), t1
(after acquisition but prior to stimulation), and t2 (after reversal & end
stimulation). The stimulation started 10 minutes before reversal phase
and lasted till t2. Hypothesis: Compared to sham, we expect tVNS to
prompt more correct predictions, higher change in PS in the early phase
of reversal learning, and higher level of NA activity as measured by tonic
PS and sAA. Results: The data collection is completed. We will now
start analysing the data. Implications: This project may provide evidence
for the MAO of tVNS on associative learning and for the hypothesized
NA-enhancing effects of tVNS.
This study was supported by FWO Strategic basic research PhD fellowship
[194599] and ‘Asthenes’ long-term structural funding [METH/15/011 ].
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Do freeze-fight reactions predict the development of
trauma-related symptoms in police officers?

B4

Hashemi, Mahur M.
Defensive freeze-fight-flight (FFF) reactions dynamically support adaptive
threat coping. However, the role of defensive FFF (re)actions in the development of stress-related psychopathology remains largely unknown due
to the scarcity of studies using active paradigms to assess these responses,
as well as the lack of prospective studies.
The aim of this study is to longitudinally investigate the role of freeze-fight
actions in the development of trauma-related stress-symptoms. Freezefight actions were assessed twice in 340 police recruits, once before (wave 1;
pre-exposure) and after (wave 2; post-exposure, approximately 15 months
later) their first emergency aid experiences as police officers. Following previous work, we applied functional MR-imaging, posturographic and autonomic measurements while participants performed a shooting task under
threat of shock that has been shown to induce a switch from preparatory freezing to active fight responses. The post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) Checklist (PCL-5) was used to measure the severity of PTSD
symptoms at both waves.
First results showed that the anticipation of threat robustly elicited freezing, which was followed by threat-potentiated fight responses with concurrent underlying neural physiology (including midbrain periaqueductal
gray and anterior cingulate cortex activations). Additional analyses will be
presented at the conference to resolve whether such reactions are related to
the development of trauma-related symptoms by dissociating predisposing
from acquired markers.
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Where to expect harm? Threat responses under spatial
uncertainty

B5

Panitz, Christian; Mueller, Erik M.
The way individuals respond to threat may depend on the amount of
knowledge about harm characteristics. While previous studies have manipulated probability and temporal uncertainty of harmful events, the role
of spatial uncertainty in threat processing remains largely unknown. N
= 58 participants completed an instructed threat paradigm where three
different symbols informed about a subsequent electric shock at one of
two sites on the left and right arm, respectively. A safety cue predicted
absence of shock, a certain threat cue predicted a shock and informed
about its localization (left/right), and an uncertain threat cue predicted a
shock without informing about its localization. Retrospective fear/anxiety
ratings as well as cue-evoked heart period and skin conductance were analyzed. Both certain and uncertain threat cues evoked higher fear/anxiety
ratings, stronger cardiac slowing (‘fear bradycardia’), and higher skin conductance responses relative to safety cues. In addition, uncertain threat
cues caused higher fear ratings and reduced fear bradycardia relative to
certain threat cues. The current study shed light on the role of spatial uncertainty in psychophysiological threat processing. Fear/anxiety ratings
were increased for uncertain vs. certain threat mirroring previous reports
on the aversive experience of uncertainty. Moreover, fear bradycardia, an
indicator of attentive freezing, was attenuated when attentional resources
needed to be allocated to multiple potential threat sources.

Notes:
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Threat Imminence and Pain Processing

B6

Reicherts, Philipp; Pauli, Paul
Threat manipulations in general were found to result in increased pain
perception. However, there is also evidence for reduced pain responses,
especially when threat is acute/imminent. To further elaborate on the
interaction of pain and threat - focusing on its spatio-temporal characteristics - we aimed at modelling threat in line with the threat imminence
model. Therefore, participants watched colored squares which grew in
size (7 steps) resembling the shrinking distance to an aversive event (loud
scream = US) in the threat condition (CS+). In the safe condition (CS-),
participants watched the expanding cues and never heard the scream. In
order to capture pain processing, we administered short painful stimuli in
the beginning (step 2) and in the end (step 6) of each trial of both conditions. At early stages of the CS+, diffuse threat should lead to hypervigilant processing and increased pain, while during later stages preparation
for the upcoming US should reduce pain. In the safe condition instead,
pain perception was expected to remain stable. Affective ratings of the
visual cues show successful threat induction, which was further modulated
by threat proximity indicated by more pronounced difference between CS+
vs. CS- as a function of stimulus size. Pain ratings demonstrate increased
pain perception during threat compared to safety trials, replicating previous findings of pain potentiation by negative affect. However, pain modulation was unaffected by US proximity. Supposedly, threat intensity and
the US modality - relative to the pain stimulation - need to be considered
carefully to investigate threat-induced hypoalgesia.
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Incidental learning of face identity during threat: An ERP
study

B7

Schellhaas, Sabine; Arnold, Nina R.; Schmahl, Christian; Bublatzky, Florian
Emotional arousing stimuli have a memory enhancing effect, for instance,
a smiling or an angry face is more likely to be recalled. Moreover, contextual arousal can spill over to an otherwise neutral stimulus or situation and
enhance memory for these events. The present study examined whether
contextual arousal modulates face processing and identity recognition by
means of a combined item/source memory task and event-related brain
potential recordings. During an encoding session, 30 participants viewed
face pictures of 60 persons displaying neutral facial expressions; no memory task was mentioned (incidental learning). Half of these pictures were
presented within a colored context indicating shock threat (e.g., green), the
other half within a safety context (e.g. blue). In a following recognition session all 60 old faces and 30 new faces were presented, and participants had
to decide whether a face was new or previously presented in a threatening
or a safe context (item and source memory). Faces that were encoded with
shock threat were associated with enhanced neural processing compared
to safety faces. This was revealed by enhanced early parietal-occipital and
late fronto-central negative potentials. Regarding the recognition session,
the overall memory performance for faces and for source recognition was
very poor. Nevertheless, brain activity differentiates old from new faces as
revealed by an enhanced fronto-central positivity for old pictures. Moreover, old faces presented within a context of threat were associated with
enhanced late central and parieto-occipital negativities compared to old
safe faces. These findings suggest selective attention to faces, which have
previously been encountered in a threatening context; intriguingly, these
memory effects are not reflected in conscious recognition. Implications
are discussed with regard to motivated attention/memory processes and
anxiety disorders.
This study was supported by German Research Foundation (BU 3255/1-1)
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Indirect fear learning in adolescents using a novel observational fear acquisition paradigm

B8

Skversky-Blocq, Yael C.; Ginat-Frolich, Rivkah; Shechner, Tomer
For decades, researchers have continuously used classical fear conditioning
to test fear learning in adults, yet it has been shown that observational
as well as instructional fear learning are similarly robust models to induce
fear (Olsson & Phelps, 2004). Additionally, we know fear learning to be
a developmental process, but little research has been done to examine it
in children and adolescents. In our current studies, we generated a novel
paradigm based on Haaker and Olsson’s protocol (2017) to test observational fear acquisition from a developmental perspective. Two preliminary
ongoing studies are reported here. In study 1, 10 healthy adults underwent
observational fear acquisition followed by classical fear extinction while
self-report and GSR were measured. In study 2, 40 typically developing
adolescents completed observational fear acquisition while self-report was
measured. The observational fear acquisition phase included a movie in
which a 14 y/o male (learning model) was shown two colored bells: one associated with the CS+ and the other did not. Through this observational
task, participants learn that when the CS+ is displayed, the learning model
receives an electric shock. Consequently, when participants, themselves,
undergo the same bells task during extinction, they expect to receive the
electric shock upon viewing the CS+. Preliminary results from study 1
showed no difference between CS+ and CS- before acquisition (p=1.00)
and post extinction (p=0.17), but a differential fear response to the CS+
compared to the CS- (p=0.07). Similarly, results in study 2 indicated
greater fear response to the CS+ than to the CS- (p=0.00). Taken together, preliminary results indicate that this novel paradigm is effective in
inducing indirect fear acquisition through observational learning in adults
and adolescents.

Notes:
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Conditioned fear modulates event-related potential components during a sequential-set fear acquisition paradigm

B9

Sperl, Matthias F. J.; Wroblewski, Adrian; Mueller, Madeleine; Straube,
Benjamin; Mueller, Erik M.
The temporal dynamics of threat processing during fear conditioning has
often been neglected in neuroscientific investigations, as specific paradigms
and methods are necessary to reveal valid results. Typical differential fear
conditioning paradigms use two conditioned stimuli (CS): A CS+ is paired
with an aversive unconditioned stimulus (US), while a CS- remains unpaired. Several neurophysiological methods that are promising for studying the temporal dynamic of threat processing (e.g., EEG, MEG) require
a high number of trials to achieve an adequate signal-to-noise ratio. However, fear responses may attenuate over acquisition trials. Here, our goal
was to address this issue by developing and validating a new sequentialset fear acquisition paradigm that consists of three subsequent acquisition
phases, each with a novel CS+/CS- set. Each set consists of two different
neutral faces on different background colors which serve as CS+ and CS-,
respectively. Both stimuli are presented 15 times each in random order,
with the CS+ paired with an aversive electric shock US during 7 trials.
Here, we tested N = 21 participants and found successful fear conditioning
on the subjective (arousal/valence), psychophysiological (SCR, ECG), and
electrophysiological (EEG) level. Specifically, CS+ (vs. CS-) were rated as
more arousing and aversive, evoked higher SCR amplitudes, and evoked a
stronger heart rate deceleration (i.e., fear bradycardia). Data-driven randomization statistics were applied to assess topographies of event-related
EEG data. Importantly, early (< 100 ms) EEG activity, the face-sensitive
N170 event-related potential component, and the late positive potential
(LPP) were potentiated for CS+ as compared with CS-. In conclusion,
our findings support the validity of our new fear conditioning design, and
its sensitivity to capture early and late electrophysiological processes.
This study was supported by MFJS was supported by the RTG 2271
“Breaking Expectations” (University of Marburg, Department of Psychology).
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Investigating attentional mechanisms in an orthogonal
cue and context conditioning paradigm

B10

Stegmann, Yannik; Reicherts, Philipp; Pauli, Paul; Wieser, Matthias J.
Recent research proposes a distinction between fear and anxiety, such that
fear is elicited by imminent threat, leading to phasic defensive responses
and selective attention, whereas anxiety is a sustained state of hypervigilance due to unpredictable danger. It is unclear however whether fear and
anxiety are mutually exclusive or modulate each other. Therefore, we used
an orthogonal combination of cue and context conditioning, in which we
independently presented cues indicating imminent danger (CS+) vs. safety
(CS-) during contexts that are either safe (CTX-) or in which additional
unpredictable aversive stimuli could occur (anxiety context; CTX+), to
systematically investigate differential processing of fear cues during anxiety vs neutral contexts. Visual stimuli were presented in flicker mode to
record steady-state visual evoked potentials (ssVEPs) in addition to skin
conductance responses (SCRs). Affective ratings were collected separately
for contexts and central cues and each of their combination (e.g., CS+ in
CTX-). The CTX+ and CS+ onset elicited increased SCRs and higher
threat ratings than the CTX- and CS- respectively, indicating successful
cue and context conditioning. In addition, CS ratings were generally increased during CTX+ compared to CTX-. SCR analysis revealed stronger
CS-differentiation during CTX+ compared to CTX-. However, there were
no significant effects for ssVEPs. These results provide preliminary evidence for potentiated fear responses during anxiety inducing contexts,
suggesting that anxiety can potentiate defensive responses to imminent
threat and therefore enhances adaptive reactions to potential danger.
This study was supported by DFG (SFB-TRR 58)

Notes:
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Modulating Pain Thresholds Through Classical Conditioning

B11

Traxler, Juliane; Madden, Victoria J.; Moseley, G. Lorimer; Vlaeyen, Johan W.S.
Classical conditioning has frequently been shown to be capable of evoking fear of pain and
avoidance behavior in the context of chronic pain. However, whether pain itself can be conditioned has rarely been investigated and remains a matter of debate. Therefore, the present
study investigated whether pain thresholds can be modified by the presence of conditioned nonnociceptive sensory stimuli in healthy participants. It is hypothesized that, during acute pain,
nociceptive signaling occurs simultaneously with non-nociceptive stimuli (conditioned stimulus
- CS), such that the individual learns to associate the two. In 51 healthy volunteers, pain
threshold to electrocutaneous stimuli was determined prior to participation in a simultaneous
conditioning paradigm. Participants underwent an acquisition phase in which one non-painful
vibrotactile stimulus (CS+) was repeatedly paired with a painful electrocutaneous stimulus,
whereas a second vibrotactile stimulus of the same quality (CS-) was paired with a non-painful
electrocutaneous stimulus, all of which were applied to the lower back. In the test phase, electrocutaneous stimuli at the individually-set threshold intensity were simultaneously delivered
together with either a CS+ or CS-. Pain intensity ratings were obtained after each trial; expectancy ratings were obtained after each block. The primary outcome was the percentage of
test stimuli that were rated as painful. Test stimuli were more likely to be rated as painful, and
were rated as more painful, when they were paired with the CS+ than when they were paired
with the CS-. This effect was not influenced by contingency awareness, nor by expectancies or
mood states. The findings support the notion that pain thresholds can be influenced by classical
conditioning and corroborate the possible role of associative learning in the development and
maintenance of chronic pain.
This study was supported by the "Asthenes" long-term structural funding Methusalem grant
by the Flemish Government, Belgium (grant number: 3H150349). VJM is supported by the
National Research Foundation of South Africa, and a developing countries collaborative research
grant by the International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP). The authors have no
conflicts of interest to declare.
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Nutrient-Brain Interactions in Modulating Fear Extinction Learning

B12

Dalile, Boushra; Hendrickx, Janne; Van Oudenhove, Lukas; Van Diest,
Ilse
Extinction learning is critical to treating anxiety-based psychopathologies.
Consumption of oils rich in polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) facilitated extinction learning in rats (Yamamoto et al., 1988) and improved
cognitive processing speed in humans (Jones et al., 2012). Recently we
showed quicker extinction learning in humans following acute consumption of a PUFAs-rich milkshake relative to cream (saturated fat) or placebo
(Miller et al., 2018). Here we replicate and extend these findings in a 4
between-subject group design (N=128), examining the effect of macronutrients on expectancy ratings during a fear-based predictive learning task.
A cream, an orange juice+cream (flavonoids+saturated fat), a walnut oil
(PUFAs), and a maltodextrin (glucose)-containing milkshakes were administered. Food-related sensations and mood scores were collected. Expectancy ratings were analyzed per phase using linear mixed models with
random intercept and random slope with “condition” as between-subject
factor and “trial” and “stimulus” as within-subject factors. Hurdle models were applied to phases with zero-inflated data. The condition x trial
interaction effect during extinction was the principal effect of interest. All
groups showed similar differential conditioning (trial x stimulus interaction p<.001) and a curvilinear generalization gradient (effect of stimulus
p<.001). There was a significant condition x trial interaction effect during
extinction (p=.007) where, relative to participants in the cream condition,
participants who consumed orange, maltodextrin, and walnut oil milkshakes showed quicker extinction learning as indicated by significant linear
trends (p<.01). Differences in inflammatory effects of different nutrients
(Ghanim et al., 2010; Deopurkar et al., 2010), endocannabinoid signalling,
BDNF levels, and vagus nerve activation might be potential nutrient-brain
mechanisms (Okubo et al., 2018). Exploring effects of dietary adjustments
in anxiety patients is warranted.

Notes:
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Distinct roles of the dopaminergic midbrain and the
vmPFC in extinction learning

B13

Eßer, Roland; Haaker, Jan
The success of therapy in anxiety related disorders may be affected by individual differences in extinction learning and memory. Extinction learning
is driven by the omission of the US, causing a violation of US-expectation,
which has been shaped during acquisition training. Yet, the exact neural
mechanisms and their underlying neurochemical substrates that mediate
extinction learning remain unknown. Recent studies in rodents suggest
the involvement of the dopaminergic midbrain, i.e., substantia nigra and
ventral tegmental area (SN/VTA) in detecting the unexpected absence of
the US. Moreover, there is translational evidence that dopamine enhances
extinction memory consolidation based on activation in the ventromedial
prefrontal cortex (vmPFC). In this study, we tested if administration of
a dopaminergic precursor (150/37.5 levodopa/benserazide, L-DOPA) enhances extinction learning. To this end, 40 male human participants underwent fear conditioning (day 1, fMRI), fear extinction training (day 2,
fMRI), and retrieval test (day 3). In concordance with our hypothesis,
we found that administration of L-DOPA prior to extinction training enhanced US expectancy modulated signalling in the SN/VTA and striatal
regions (i.e., caudate) as compared to the placebo controls. Interestingly,
US expectancy modulated signalling in the vmPFC and amygdala was
more pronounced in the placebo group when compared to participants
that received L-DOPA. Consistent with prior studies, we found reduced
psychophysiological responses (SCR) in the L-DOPA as compared to the
placebo group during retrieval test. Our initial results indicate a distinct
role of the dopaminergic system in extinction learning that enables transitions from fear to safety.

Notes:
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Modulation of fear learning and extinction by noninvasive brain stimulation- a systematic review

B14

Herrmann, Martin J.
Although stress and anxiety related disorders are highly prevalent in modern times, the effectiveness of their therapy is still unsatisfying. Recently,
a number of studies investigated the effects on non-invasive brain stimulation on fear learning and extinction. Furthermore, first studies have
shown that brain stimulation can augment exposure therapies. But the
results of basic studies investigating the effects of brain stimulation on
fear and extinction learning are still controversial. Therefore we aimed
to systematically review all studies, which investigated the effect of noninvasive brain stimulation on fear and extinction learning to come to a
valid conclusion.The literature search was conducted using the databases
of PubMed, Science Direct, OVID, Cochrane, Scopus, and MEDLINE.
With respect to fear extinction, studies using transcranial direct current
stimulation (tDCS), as well as repetitive transcranial magnet stimulation
(rTMS), have found a positive effect of medial prefrontal cortex stimulation of fear extinction. But until now, no of these studies have been
replicated yet.

Notes:
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Imaginal extinction to simple and complex imagery

B15

Hoppe, Johanna M.; Agren, Thomas
Imaginal exposure is an effective and widely used psychological treatment
technique. Yet, little is known about potential factors moderating its
treatment effects. Knowledge of such factors could have significant clinical
utility, by allowing predictions about which patients are likely to benefit
from imaginal exposure, and by suggesting ways to augment treatment
outcome. The current study examines if individual differences in the capacity for mental imagery production and/or the complexity of imagery
used during extinction is associated with differences in the reduction of
conditioned fear following imaginal extinction. We hypothesize that higher
capacity for mental imagery production will be associated with greater reduction of fear, and that capacity for mental imagery will have greater
impact on fear reduction during extinction to imagery of complex rather
than simple stimuli. Sixty healthy individuals are randomized to receive
imaginal extinction to either complex or simple imagery. The study takes
part over three consecutive days, with fear conditioning to visual stimuli
day 1, imaginal extinction on day 2, and a fear reinstatement procedure,
again to visual stimuli, on day 3. Skin conductance is used to measure
fear responses and capacity for mental imagery is assessed with self-rated
questionnaires. Preliminary results will be presented and discussed.

Notes:
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Study design to test neural correlates of immediate
vs. delayed extinction when varying the extinction-test
interval in humans

B16

Kampa, Miriam; Tapia León, Isabell; Kruse, Onno; Stark, Rudolf;
Klucken, Tim
Introduction: A major problem in the treatment of anxiety disorders is the
frequent occurrence of relapses. One factor that might likely influence the
success of exposure, which is based on extinction, is its timing. Empirical
evidence concerning the optimal timing of extinction is inconsistent with,
a slight majority of studies pointing to an advantage of delayed extinction.
Until today there is no human fMRI study directly comparing immediate
with delayed extinction. Another question that needs exploration is, if
additionally varying the extinction-test interval influences the size of fear
return. Finally, a few studies found differences in the rate of within session
extinction which could explain a different efficacy of immediate vs. delayed
extinction. Methods: We plan to test N=100 young, healthy subjects. To
test effects of immediate vs. delayed extinction training depending on the
extinction-test interval, we will use a two factorial (factor A: immediate
vs. delayed extinction, factor B: early vs. late test) between subject design
with four experimental groups. Group 1 and 2 will receive immediate extinction directly after conditioning, while group 3 and 4 will receive delayed
extinction after 24 h. The retention test will either be conducted one day
after extinction (group 1 and 3) or 7 days later (group 2 and 4). We will
assess skin conductance responses (SCRs) and online fear ratings to model
the temporal profile of extinction learning. All three experimental phases
will be conducted during MRI measurement. Expected results: Across
all groups the discrimination between CS+ and CS- should reduce during
extinction in online ratings, SCRs and fMRI. For the comparison of immediate with delayed extinction we expect a faster learning rate in delayed
vs. immediate extinction indicated by online ratings, skin conductance responses and fMRI responses. Additionally, we will test for an interaction
between the timing of extinction and the extinction-test interval.

Notes:
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A Look on the Dark Side of Life: The Impact of Life
Adversity on Return of Fear in a Longitudinal Study

B17

Klingelhöfer-Jens, Maren; Kuhn, Manuel; Immisch, Claudia; Lonsdorf,
Tina B.
Anxiety disorders are mostly treated successfully, but they tend to return. Clinically, relapse often occurs in the aftermath of exposure to life
adversity. The former can be modeled in a differential fear conditioning paradigm by an unsignaled reoccurrence of the unconditioned stimulus following extinction (reinstatement, RI). Previous studies indicate
that the experience of recent life adversity might be one inter-individual
difference factor promoting generalized reinstatement (i.e., not CS specific). However, longitudinal data is still missing. One hundred twenty
healthy participants selected for the absence of childhood adversity underwent fear acquisition, 24h delayed extinction and reinstatement (T0).
After six months, 95 participants returned for the same procedure (T1).
Subjective fear ratings, skin conductance responses (SCRs), fMRI data and
the experience of recent life events (last six months) were acquired on both
timepoints. Preliminary analyses indicate that participants exposed to life
events during the T0-T1-interval showed generalized RI in SCRs, whereas
differential RI was observed in unexposed participants (i.e., CS specific).
A similar pattern was present for fear recall. Interestingly, participants
who experienced life events before T0, but not afterwards, discriminated
even stronger as compared to participants with total absence of life events.
Analyses of fMRI data are ongoing. As the inability to maintain discrimination between safety and danger cues is associated with pathological
fear, our findings stress that the experience of recent adversity may serve
as an important risk factor for clinical relapse. We discuss potential implications of the even stronger discrimination ability of individuals exposed
to life events more than six months ago. Ultimately, identifying interindividual differences affecting clinical relapse may allow for the creation
of individually tailored interventions ensuring long-term remission.
This study was supported by DFG

Notes:
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Preventing return of fear through memory reconsolidation using a novel Multi-CS conditioning paradigm - preliminary findings

B18

Lam, Charlene L.M.; Steinberg, Christian; Höefig, Angelina; Barry, Tom
J; Yiend, Jenny; Lee„ Tatia M.C.; Junghöfer Markus; Roesmann, Kati
It has been suggested that processes of memory reconsolidation reduce the
return of fear after successful extinction learning. Employing a Multi-CS
conditioning paradigm, the current experiment aims to investigate whether
the activation of multiple learned CS+/US associations, prior to standard
extinction, can reduce the return of fear. So far, eleven healthy participants took part in a 3-day within-subject fear conditioning experiment
where two aversive screams (unconditioned stimuli, USa and USb) were
paired with two different sets of 18 neutral faces (CS+a, CS+b, 100 %
CS+/US contingency). Another 18 neutral faces were never paired (CS-).
USa was presented 10 minutes prior to a standard extinction on Day 2 to
re-activate CS+a/US but not CS+b/US associations. On day three both
US served as reinstatement cues administered to induce the return of fear.
Participants’ pupil responses to the CS and their self-reported face preferences were recorded. Preliminary results showed greater pupil responses
and less preference for CS+ compared to CS- faces on Day 1. Both CS+
sets were successfully extinguished on day 2. Contrary to our prediction,
reminded CS+ were less preferred than the non-reminded CS+ and CSon Day 3, whereas pupil responses pointed towards the expected direction. Our preliminary findings suggest that the physiological aspect of
fear could be modulated via reconsolidation, and that pupil responses provide sensitive physiological markers for understanding the neurobiological
mechanism of reconsolidation to reduce the return of fear.

Notes:
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Changes in extinction after exposure therapy: results of
a randomized controlled trial

B19

Lange, Iris; Goossens, L., Schruers, K.
Background: Anxiety disorders are characterized by (neural) dysfunctions
in extinction learning and recall. So far it is unclear whether successful
treatment may improve or strengthen these processes. Exposure therapy
is one of the gold standard therapies for anxiety disorders. The current
study investigated whether exposure therapy, relative to an active control
intervention (i.e. relaxation), strengthens neural fear extinction processes.
Methods: Individuals aged 16-25 with a specific phobia for spiders and
healthy controls completed a symptom questionnaire (FSQ) and underwent a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) extinction learning and recall paradigm at baseline (T0). Self-report task outcome measures were fear and US expectancy. Afterwards, the specific phobics were
randomly assigned to either group-based exposure therapy or relaxation
training. Eight weeks after baseline, all participants underwent the same
research procedures, at T1. After one year (T2), all participants completed the FSQ again. Results: No overall pre-to-post changes were found
in self-report extinction learning and recall outcomes. In addition, no significant group (exposure, relaxation, HC) x time (pre, post) interactions
were observed. Although symptom change was not associated with change
in any self-report outcomes, pre-to-post improvement in extinction learning (based on US expectancy scores) predicted lower FSQ symptoms at
T2 in the phobics. Imaging results further revealed that the exposure
therapy group showed a pre-to-post reduction of rostral anterior cingulate
activation at the end of extinction, and a pre-to-post reduction in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activation during extinction recall, compared to the
relaxation group. Conclusions: Strengthening of extinction learning processes after an intervention for excessive fear may foster further resilience.
Furthermore, exposure therapy may produce neural changes in extinction
processes leading to symptom improve
This study was supported by Changes in extinction after exposure therapy:
results of a randomised controlled trial

Notes:
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Identifying parameters influencing trajectories of fear
learning and extinction in a normative population.

B20

Purves, Kirstin L.; Constantinou Elena; McGregor Thomas; Lester,
Kathryn J; Barry, Tom J.; Treanor, Michael; Sun, Michael; Margraf,
Jurgen; Craske, Michelle G.; Breen, Gerome; Eley, Thalia
Evidence from both human (Richter et al., 2012) and rodent (GalatzerLevy, Bonanno, Bush, & LeDoux, 2013) studies suggest that trajectories
of how we learn and extinguish fear differ between individuals. Different
trajectories of fear and extinction have also been found using fear conditioning studies (e.g. Duits et al., 2016), a good model for the learning
of, and treatment for, fear and anxiety disorders. It is likely that these
trajectories of fear extinction might predict outcomes in exposure-based
cognitive behavioural therapy (Kindt, 2014).
In light of this, we present a trajectory-based analysis of differential fear
conditioning data acquired via traditional laboratory and smartphone app
administration (total n ~350). We have modelled differential trajectories
of fear learning and extinction using Bayesian computational approaches
to identify key parameters, such as rate and persistence of learning or overgeneralisation of learning, that define individual trajectories of acquisition
and extinction. We sought to use individual variation in these parameters
to predict affective outcomes (i.e. negative affect towards stimuli) following
fear conditioning procedures. We also tested whether individual factors including anxiety, intolerance of uncertainty, negative interpretation biases
and socioeconomic status predict differences in fear learning and extinction
trajectories.
Identifying parameters that define individual trajectories of fear learning
and extinction will enable us to harness fear conditioning data more effectively to aid in understanding mechanisms underlying the development
of and treatment for anxiety disorders. With more accurate models of
these processes, the potential to use fear conditioning paradigms to predict those most at risk of developing an anxiety disorder, and those who
might respond best to exposure-based treatments, greatly improves.

Notes:
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Facilitating translational science in anxiety disorders by
using an optimized extinction-learning paradigm with
high content validity to exposure based therapy

B21

Richter, Jan; Hollandt, Maike; Hamm, Alfons O.; the German protect-AD
consortium
The inhibitory learning model of exposure therapy suggests that extinction learning is a critical mechanism of change during exposure-based interventions in anxiety disorders. In line, first studies demonstrated that
limited extinction capacity in the laboratory model predicts low efficacy
of following exposure interventions. However, preliminary evidence was
based on learning protocols with low content validity to treatment procedures. In a German wide multi-center study we investigated the individual course of extinction learning in over 600 patients with primary
specific phobia, panic disorder, agoraphobia, or social phobia. Here we
used an optimized protocol including instructed fear acquisition, realized
fear memory consolidation, directed attention to learning cues, and return
of fear procedures. Outcome measures included subjective evaluations
of US expectancy, valence and arousal ratings, fear-potentiated startle,
skin conductance, heart rate, and neural correlates. The new developed
extinction-learning paradigm is conducted prior and after a randomized
and controlled clinical trial including high-dose exposure optimized to facilitate extinction learning processes. The poster will describe the methodology of the protocol in detail and present first data.
This study was supported by German Federal Ministry of Education and
Research (FKZ 01EE1402A)
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Effects of ambient odors on fear extinction and return of
fear

B22

Roemer, Sonja; Ferreira de Sá, Diana S.; Brückner, Alexandra; Michael,
Tanja
Exposure therapy is the most effective method of treating anxiety disorders. However, many patients show impairments in the unlearning of fear,
which can contribute to relapse. Treatments could benefit from improving
fear extinction and its long-term retrieval. This study investigated the
effect of different ambient odors during acquisition and extinction of fear
on extinction and the return of fear. Forty healthy subjects attended a
differential fear conditioning experiment with 4 phases: habituation, acquisition (day 1), extinction (day 2) and return of fear test (day 3). The
context was changed during the experiment by delivering 2 different neutral odors into the room. Subjects were randomly assigned to either an
A-B-B-A (group 1, n=21) or an A-B-C-A design (group 2, n=19). Group 2
received different odors during acquisition (odor 1) and extinction (odor 2)
whereas group 1 received the same odor (odor 1). No odor was presented
during habitation and return of fear test. Neutral face pictures served as
conditioned stimuli (CS) and an electrical shock as unconditioned stimulus (UCS). CS valence ratings and UCS expectancy ratings were assessed.
Preliminary results indicate group differences in CS valence. In contrast
to group 1, where both acquisition and extinction occurred in the same
context, group 2 showed unsuccessful extinction within the new context.
Until the end of the experiment on day 3 group 2 distinguished stronger
between the CS, while group 1 showed no return of fear. There were no
group differences in UCS expectancy during extinction and return of fear
test. Instead of exposure therapy in multiple contexts, it may be more
effective to use the same context as during fear acquisition to reduce negative CS valence and therefore prevent return of fear. Since odors seem
to be potent retrieval cues for stressful episodes, a certain odor which was
present during fear acquisition could be easily used as ambient odor during
therapy to improve treatment.

Notes:
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Facilitating fear extinction by non-invasive stimulation of
the brains inhibitory pathways

B23

Szeska, Christoph; Wendt, Julia; Hamm, Alfons O.; Richter, Jan; Weymar,
Mathias
Noradrenergic signaling in the amygdala and infralimbic cortex during exposure towards a feared stimulus led to inhibition of threat responding
neural circuitry in rodents. Non-invasive stimulation of vagal afferents
during exposure is thought to activate the same inhibitory pathways. Applying a multimethod single-cue conditioning paradigm based on rodent
research, we found promoted long-term fear extinction and prevention of
behavioral return of fear due to a single application of tVNS during an extinction training in humans. These findings indicate new ways to reduce
nonresponding to and relapses after exposure based therapy of emotional
disorders in general and anxiety disorders in particular.

Notes:
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The role of prediction error in the partial reinforcement
extinction effect

B24

Emma E. Biggs; Bram Vervliet, Lukas van Oudenhove, Tom Beckers
Previous research has shown that partial (<100%) reinforcement during
fear acquisition can result in slower fear extinction compared to continuous (100%) reinforcement (partial reinforcement extinction effect, PREE;
Grady et al., 2016). To better understand this effect, we examined the contribution of prediction error (PE, the discrepancy between expected and
actual outcome) during fear acquisition, whilst controlling for the number
of CS-US pairings, on the speed of extinction. The present study used a
2-day classical conditioning protocol, with a between-subject manipulation
of PE during fear acquisition (day 1). Two groups underwent acquisition in
context A (e.g., picture of an office), using a differential design, with 50%
reinforcement of the CS+ (e.g., blue lamp co-terminating with unpleasant
electrical stimulation). The continuous group (n=35) was presented with
an instructed safety signal (picture of crossed out lightning indicating the
electrical stimulator was “turned off”) during the unreinforced CS+ presentations; this safety signal was not presented to the partial group (n=36).
Next, both groups underwent extinction training in context B (e.g., picture
of a conference room), which included unreinforced CS+ and CS- (e.g.,
red lamp) presentations, without safety signals. Return of fear (ROF)
tests occurred on day 2: both groups were presented with unreinforced
CS+ and CS- without safety signal in context B (recall of extinction) and
subsequently in context A (recall of acquisition). Skin conductance was
recorded continuously, self-reported relief at the omission of the US was
recorded during each phase, and retrospective self-reported US-expectancy
was recorded at the end of every phase. No group differences in fear extinction or ROF were found for any of the outcome measures. Our findings
indicate that the number of CS-US pairings, rather than the prediction
error, during acquisition training is the main determinant of the PREE.
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Can you escape the virtual room? The sequel

B25

Dibbets, Pauline; Lemmens, Anke; Leer, Arne; Smeets, Tom
Background. Avoidance of threatening stimuli can be adaptive and foster
survival. However, it is equally important to be able to modify avoidance behaviour if new information comes available. If not, avoidance may
become maladaptive and hinder daily functioning. The current study explored new ways to examine behavioural avoidance and linked approachavoidance tendencies to the ability to tolerate distress. Method Students
with varying levels of distress tolerance solved three times a virtual escape
room. The assignment was to find three (hidden) codes; each visit, the
codes were relocated. The first visit served as a baseline. The second time,
a virtual aversive, threatening rat jumped out of a vase. During the third
entrance, the time to revisit the vase, the distance travelled and route
taken were recorded as a proxy for avoidance. Results We are still testing;
the results will be presented at the EMHFC.
Keywords: Avoidance; distress tolerance; fear conditioning; virtual reality.
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Once an avoider, always an avoider? Return of painrelated avoidance after extinction with response prevention

B26

Gatzounis, Rena; Meulders, Ann
During exposure treatment, avoidance behaviour is often forbidden (“extinction with response prevention”; RPE) to facilitate correction of safety
(mis)attributions. Yet, RPE also implies a context switch from avoidance
availability to unavailability, and may thus spark the return of avoidance
and fear. The magnitude of the context switch (i.e. measures taken to
prevent avoidance) may modulate relapse. We investigated return of painrelated avoidance and fear after “instructed” or “forced” RPE. In an operant avoidance task, healthy volunteers performed arm reaching movements
from a starting location to a target location using a robotic arm. During
the acquisition phase, participants could choose between three movement
trajectories (T1/T2/T3) differing in probability of pain (painful electrocutaneous stimulus), required effort (resistive force exerted by the robotic
arm) and deviation from the shortest path to the target: T1=100% pain,
lowest effort, no deviation; T2=50% pain, moderate effort and deviation;
T3=0% pain, highest effort and deviation. Thus, participants could partly
(T2) or fully (T3) avoid pain. During the RPE phase, no pain stimuli were
delivered. The Instructed group was merely instructed to perform only
T1, whereas in the Forced group, T2 and T3 were visually and haptically
blocked. Next day, return of fear and avoidance (renewal and reinstatement) was tested under extinction, with availability of all trajectories.
Our main measures were behavioural avoidance (maximal deviation from
shortest path), and fear and pain expectancy ratings. Preliminary results
(n=47) indicate that behavioural avoidance and self-reported fear for the
extinguished movement reliably returned at test of renewal, but to a similar degree in both groups. Reinstatement was subsequently only observed
in the pain expectancy ratings. Results are discussed in the context of
prevention of relapse in chronic pain treatment.
This study was supported by NWO-funded VIDI project “When the good
gets bad.and sticks! Understanding and challenging (the spreading of)
pain-related avoidance behavior” (PI: Ann Meulders)
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Neural mechanisms underlying fearful avoidance behaviour

B27

Hulsman, Anneloes M.; Roelofs, Karin; Klumpers, Floris
Excessive avoidance behaviour is a cardinal symptom of anxiety disorders.
In problematic avoidance, potential rewards are often sacrificed in order to
avoid potential negative outcomes. Moreover, recent findings indicate that
excessive avoidance is a predictor of poor clinical outcome. Even though
such costly avoidance decisions play an important role in anxiety, little
is known about the underlying neural mechanisms. In our ongoing fMRI
study we used a fearful avoidance task (FAT) in which subjects actively
decide to approach or avoid multiple combined levels of potential monetary
rewards and electrical stimulation. Preliminary results (N = 23) suggest
that our task successfully induced an approach-avoidance conflict: threatinduced avoidance declined with increasing reward levels. First neural
results hint towards the involvement of brain regions that are important
for both appetitive and defensive processes (e.g. the nucleus accumbens,
bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, and amygdala). Moreover, they suggest
distinct regions supporting threat and reward effects on avoidance - both
during the phase leading up to the decision to approach-avoid and during
the subsequent anticipation of the outcome. Taken together, our preliminary results suggest that a combination of appetitive and defensive neural
processes are leading up to the decision to approach or avoid. However,
data collection is ongoing and we hope to present more definitive evidence
for which neural processes are most directly linked to costly avoidance
behaviour at the meeting.
This study was supported by NWO
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Learning About Pain From Others - Social learning of
pain-related fear and avoidance behavior

B28

Karos, Kai; Beckers, Tom; Meulders, Ann
Background: According to contemporary fear-avoidance models, painrelated fear and persistent avoidance behaviour are key mechanisms in
the development and maintenance of chronic pain. Fear and avoidance
can be acquired via instrumental fear conditioning, for instance following
experiential learning. However, experiential learning is but one way to
acquire fears. As a social species, humans can acquire fear and avoidance
also via social learning, specifically via the observation of others (observational learning). Methods: In the current study we aim to develop a
novel paradigm to study whether pain-related fear and avoidance can be
acquired via social learning pathways. Participants first will undergo an
acquisition procedure. Participants in the observational learning group (n
= 45) will watch a video clip of a model performing three different arm
movements (T1,T2,T3) in a robotic arm-reaching task using the Haptic
Master (HM). The shortest movement trajectory to the target (T1) will
be associated with a painful facial expression of the model in 100% of cases.
The movements deviating from T1 will be associated with a painful facial
expression of the model 50% of the time (T2) or not at all (T3). In the direct experience group (n = 45), participants will perform the three different
movement trajectories themselves, rather than watching an observer perform them. In this group, the shortest movement trajectory (T1) will be
followed by painful electrocutaneous stimuli 100% of the time, but longer
movement trajectories are followed by a painful stimulus in only 50% of
cases (T2) or not at all (T3). Hypotheses: We hypothesize that (1) painrelated fear and expectancy will vary along with the different trajectories,
T1>T2>T3 in the observational learning and direct experience group, and
(2) participants will show greater deviation from the shortest movement
trajectory (T1) in the observational learning and direct experience group.
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Do not avoid, have no fear, extinction is near.

B29

Lemmens, Anke I. A.; Dibbets, Pauline; Beckers, Tom; Smeets,
Tom
Background. Even though fear and anxiety play a major role in the misery
of anxiety patients, avoidance might even have a more profound effect on
their daily lives. Avoidance of daily activities comes at a cost as it may
be key in maintaining high levels of fear and may even result in protection from extinction when seeking treatment. The current study examined
whether having the possibility to avoid an aversive event indeed hinders
extinction learning. Additionally, it was tested if the approach-avoidance
patterns sustained after context changes. Method. In a virtual environment, participants had to collect a prefixed amount of coins by approaching
one of three stimuli each trial. Three colors served as conditioned stimuli
(CSUS: 100% US; CSsafe: no US, 1 coin; CSconflict: 25% US, 5 coins).
The US (i.e., film clip of a screaming burn victim) always started with
neutral content (4 seconds) to allow avoidance (i.e., pressing an avoidance
button) during this time. Avoidance resulted in no coins and no US. Extinction took place in either a similar or different context as the acquisition
and avoidance learning context. During extinction, the avoidance button
was either available or not. The retention test took place in the original
context for all groups. Valence and safeness of the CSs and US expectancy
were measured retrospectively after each phase of the experiment. Results.
We are still testing. Results will be presented at the EMHFC.
Keywords: fear conditioning, avoidance, approach-avoidance conflict, virtual reality
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Incentive-based extinction of safety behaviors and its impact on conditioned fear and anxiety

B30

Pittig, Andre
Maladaptive safety behavior maintains fear and anxiety by prohibiting
inhibitory learning about the non-occurrence of feared outcomes (known
as protection from extinction). Refraining from safety behavior requires
to act opposite to fear-triggered action tendencies. Positive outcomes,
which are in conflict with safety behavior, may facilitate such fear-opposite
behavior. This incentive-based extinction of safety behavior was examined.
Following fear acquisition to a danger cue, participants acquired safety
behavior to prevent an aversive event (N=98). Next, safety behavior also
prevented gaining rewards in the reward group. In a control group, neutral
outcomes were presented to control for novelty. In a subsequent phase,
no aversive event occurred anymore. Phases with safety behavior were
intermitted by tests without safety behavior. Cognitive and physiological
indicators of fear and anxiety were examined. Without competing positive
outcomes, safety behavior was frequently executed and persisted in absence
of the aversive event. This resulted in protection from extinction. Positive
outcomes clearly reduced safety behavior despite same levels of acquired
fear. This enabled extinction learning as soon as the aversive event was
absent. Importantly, this extinction learning resulted in attenuated fear
and anxiety responses when safety behavior became unavailable. Incentivebased extinction thus prevented persistent safety behavior and protection
from extinction.
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Generalization of conditioned fear in children and adolescents with anxiety disorders

B31

Brandstetter, Lisa; Mowat, Kimberly; Reinhard, Julia; Slyschak, Anna;
Rösler, Lara; Gamer, Matthias; Pauli, Paul; Romanos, Marcel
Anxiety disorders (AD) account for one of the most frequent psychiatric
disorders in childhood and adolescence with a prevalence of up to 30%.
Although fear generalization (FG) is discussed as one pathophysiological
mechanism engendering AD, only few studies have studied FG in children
with AD. In adult patients with AD, generalization of conditioned fear
is increased compared to healthy controls. Hypothesizing that children
with AD also show a stronger tendency to FG than healthy controls, we
investigate a sample of underage patients with a clinical diagnosis of AD
here. In our study, we examine fear conditioning and FG in children with
AD according to DSM-5 using an established FG paradigm. Patients are
recruited within the Department of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry (University Hospital of Würzburg). We employ subjective (ratings of valence
and arousal) as well as objective methods such as the skin conductance
response (SCR). Overall, 40 patients with AD aged 8 to 17 will be included. So far, our current sample size consists of 26 patients. A large
control sample of healthy children - investigated by the same protocol - is
available for group comparisons. Our preliminary analyses show that fear
conditioning has been successful in our sample and that generalization in
patients features linear elements. This is in line with our hypothesis and
previous results in adults showing that patients with AD show a stronger
pattern of FG than controls. After completion of recruitment, we will
perform group comparisons and provide the results at the EMHFC. If
the current study supports our preliminary findings implying that FG is
increased in pathological states of anxiety across all age groups, we will
follow up on our research by increasing the sample sizes in order to determine whether aberrant FG is related to specific forms of AD. FG may
be a promising target to develop therapeutic or preventive measures with
regard to pathological anxiety.
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Working out traumatic experiences. An examination of B32
the effects of acute bouts of aerobic exercise on hippocampal pattern separation and fear generalization in adults
with childhood traumatic experiences.
Christiaansen, Lore
There is an abundance of evidence that exercise improves mental wellbeing in general and plays an important role in prevention and treatment
in people experiencing mental health problems. However, little is known
about the underlying mechanisms by which aerobic exercise exerts these
effects. Animal work suggests that improvements of hippocampal neurogenesis and concomitant changes in hippocampal ‘pattern separation’ may be
an important contributing factor. Pattern separation is the hippocampal
dependent process differentiating among similar experiences to keep stored
memories distinct from one another. Theoretical papers have put forward
the hypothesis that inefficient pattern separation of emotionally salient information may be a key mechanism in developing psychiatric symptomatology. The diminished capacity to distinguish new, non-threatening information from previously stored (adverse) memories would lead to the
generalization of fear across a range of neutral or non-threatening, which
is typically seen in persons with a history of childhood trauma (CT). This
project aims to examine whether an acute bout of aerobic exercise is able
to improve discrimination of emotional information in (pre-)clinical individuals aged between 16 and 24 with a history of CT. To this end, we
will compare pattern separation during an fMRI emotional information
discrimination task between (pre-)clinical individuals with a history of CT
after cycling for 20 or sitting quietly for 20 minutes. Further, this study
will investigate whether the difference in intervention effect is different between the (pre-)clinical CT group and healthy controls and between the
(pre-)clinical CT group and (pre-)clinical group respectively. In addition,
we will also assess whether these differences are associated with differences
in fear generalization.
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Reducing fear overgeneralization in adults with social
anxiety disorder through use of perceptual discrimination training

B33

Ginat-Frolich, Rivkah; Berger, Smadar; Asher, Maya; Aderka, Idan M.;
Shechner, Tomer
Fear overgeneralization is a central characteristic of anxiety disorders. As
deficits in perceptual discrimination are key in fear generalization, a perceptual discrimination training task was designed. This task has shown
effectiveness in improving perceptual discrimination and reducing fear
overgeneralization in healthy adults following classical fear conditioning
(Ginat-Frolich et al., 2017). The current study assessed the task’s effectiveness among socially anxious adults. The final sample will consist of
30 socially anxious and 30 non-anxious adults. Participants completed a
generalization test (T1) consisting of 9 face morphs ranging from neutral
to angry expression, while self-reported (SR) risk assessment, SR emotion
labeling (i.e., is this face angry?) and fear-potentiated startle measures
were collected. Participants then completed the perceptual discrimination
training task. A target shape was presented on the screen (4 s) followed
by a fixation cross (2 s). Both shapes were then presented and participants were asked to select the shape that differed from the target. This
was followed by a discrimination assessment task in which new shape pairs
were presented and participants were asked to indicate whether they were
identical or different. Last, participants completed a second generalization
test (T2) using a new set of face morphs. Preliminary results showed that
in SR emotion labeling at T1, group differences emerged in the 50% morph
(p = .05) and trends emerged in the morphs immediately above and below
this morph (all ps > .08), with the anxious group rating these faces as
angrier than did the control group. Importantly, following the training,
no between-group differences were observed. Data collection and analysis
of our anxious group is still underway. The study’s preliminary results
are clinically relevant, indicating that perceptual discrimination training
can improve perceptual discrimination of affective stimuli among socially
anxious adults.
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Do individual patterns of attentional exploration predict
differences in fear generalization?

B34

Reutter, Mario; Gamer, Matthias
Research on fear generalization has become an important contributor to
our understanding of the etiology of anxiety disorders. While involved
neural substrates have already been examined in detail, insights are still
lacking on how individual patterns of attentional exploration relate to fear
generalization. In this study, we assessed the role of overt attentional
deployment as a potential mediator within social discrimination learning.
More specifically, we tested whether suboptimal scanning of facial stimuli
predicts enhanced fear generalization. Stimuli depicted pairs of neutral
facial expressions that can be distinguished specifically by either focusing on the eyes or on the region around mouth and nose. Faces of each
pair were then used in a fear conditioning paradigm as threat (CS+) and
safety signals (CS-), respectively. In the subsequent generalization test
phase, participants were additionally exposed to four intermediate faces
that were generated by morphing between CS+ and CS- in steps of 20%.
During every trial, we measured subjective shock expectancy ratings, eye
movements, skin conductance responses, and heart rate. Despite high
similarity of CS+ and CS-, participants showed differential fear responses
after the acquisition phase that generalized to morphed stimuli afterwards.
We discuss to what extent differences in fear generalization profiles relate
to corresponding differences in the visual exploration of diagnostic facial
regions. These results might inspire attentional training procedures that
help mitigating overgeneralization of fear.
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Day 3 - Wednesday, May 8th 2019
Symposium 6 - Theoretical and clinical implications

Fear memory is not the same as fear responding or is it?
Boddez, Yannick
The human fear conditioning paradigm allows to study and develop treatments for anxiety symptoms in the laboratory. This treatment research is
often guided by theoretical assumptions that are grounded in association
formation models. In this talk, I’ll develop the argument that these assumptions (e.g., association-based memory activation as sole determinant
of fear responding) determine the way in which research findings are interpreted and the types of treatment that the research community aims to
develop. More precisely, I’ll discuss the importance of these assumptions
in the context of research on extinction-enhancing techniques and reconsolidation interference techniques. While acknowledging the merit of this
research, I’ll try to illustrate that unstrapping the straightjacket of these
assumptions could lead to exploring new avenues for utilizing fear conditioning procedures in treatment research. I’ll introduce the goal-directed
account (Moors, Boddez, & De Houwer, 2017) of conditioned fear as one
of the alternative models that may offer such new directions.
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Big data approaches to fear learning and anxiety: The FLARe
smartphone app and the GLAD Study
Eley, Thalia C.; Purves, Kirstin; Constantinou, Elena; McGregor, Thomas;
Lester, Kathryn; Barry, Thomas; Treanor, Michael; Sun, Michael; Margraf, Jurgen; Craske, Michelle; Breen, Gerome
We have developed a smartphone app (FLARe) which remotely delivers a
fear conditioning task and which we are keen to share with collaborators
worldwide. We are planning to make the tool open source and the data
will be shared via a centralised database that pools anonymised data. l
first describe the app, including how it has been validated, which aspects
are flexible, and why it is suitable for different clinical and non-clinical
populations and age-ranges. I will then present two large studies in which
we will have begun collecting fear conditioning data using the app. The
first of these is the Twins Early Development Study, a longitudinal study
of over 7,000 pairs of twins born in England and Wales between 1994-1996.
I will present initial fear conditioning data from 500 pairs of twins who
have taken part in the study. Finally, I will present the Genetic Links to
Anxiety and Depression (GLAD) Study, which we launched in September
2018. This is the first major recruitment effort into the new NIHR Mental
Health BioResource, part of the overall NIHR BioResource. Over 20,000
individuals with lifetime diagnoses of an anxiety or depressive disorder,
have already signed up for the study. GLAD participants will be invited
to complete the FLARe app. These two studies will provide fear learning
and anxiety data on several thousand participants.
This study was supported by Thalia Eley is part funded by a program
grant from the UK Medical Research Council (MR/M021475/1). This
study presents independent research funded by the National Institute for
Health Research (NIHR) Biomedical Research Centre at South London
and Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust and King’s College London. The
views expressed are those of the author(s) and not necessarily those of the
NHS, the NIHR or the Department of Health."
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Neurocognitive evidence for a novel model of representational
mental processes involved in human fear conditioning
Wilhelm, Frank H.; Rattel, Julina A.; Franke, Laila K.; Miedl, Stephan F.
Fear conditioning is seen as a showcase of translational research. E.g.,
the role of amygdala and prefrontal cortices has been elaborated in animals and confirmed in human fMRI studies. However, it is increasingly
recognized that activity in such basic regions is supported or modified
by higher-level cognitive capacities that need to be taken into account to
fully understand human fear conditioning. To this end, we developed a
novel fear conditioning paradigm using highly aversive film clips as unconditioned stimuli to better account for mental representations (reps),
episodic memory recall, and related emotional processes than traditional
electric shock paradigms. We postulated that on a neurocognitive level,
conditioned responses can be conceptualized as cued episodic memories
of fear conditioning episodes. Fifty-eight participants underwent our film
conditioning paradigm in the MRI scanner, involving an acquisition and
immediate extinction phase with 16 CS+ and 16 CS-. Drawing from a
theory of intrusive episodic memory imagery in PTSD and related conditions (Brewin et al., 2010), during extinction we expected CS+ related
activity in early sensory cortical and subcortical areas (supporting exteroceptive reps), precuneus (supporting visual imagery), amygdala (relating
to valence rep), insula (relating to interoceptive reps), hippocampus (supporting contextual reps), sensory association and parahippocampal areas
(supporting allocentric conceptual reps), and temporal lobe (supporting
semantic knowledge). Exploratory, low-threshold analyses of extinction
dynamics provide initial evidence for specific activation in most of the
postulated areas, supporting our view that fear memories triggered during
extinction can be conceptualized as cued ‘intrusions’ of emotional autobiographical episodes. Our model points to specific sensory-bound and
conceptual processing pathways that need to be taken into account to
understand human fear conditioning and its clinical outcomes.
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Is glutamate associated with fear extinction and cognitive behavior therapy outcome in OCD? A pilot study
Fullana, Miguel A.
Cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) is a well-established treatment for
obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) and is based on the principles of fear
extinction. Fear extinction is linked to structural and functional variability
in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) and has been associated
with glutamate neurotransmission. The relationship between vmPFC glutamate and fear extinction or CBT outcome have not yet been explored
in adults with OCD. We assessed glutamate levels in the vmPFC using
3T magnetic resonance spectroscopy, and fear extinction (learning and
recall) using skin conductance responses during a two-day experimental
paradigm in OCD patients (n=17) and in healthy controls (HC; n=13).
OCD patients (n=12) then received CBT. Glutamate in the vmPFC was
negatively associated with fear extinction recall and positively associated
with CBT outcome (with higher glutamate levels predicting a better outcome) in OCD patients. Glutamate levels in the vmPFC in OCD patients
were not significantly different from those in HC, and were not associated
with OCD severity. Our results suggest that glutamate in the vmPFC
is associated with fear extinction recall and CBT outcome in adult OCD
patients.
This study was supported by This study was funded by Instituto de Salud
Carlos III (ISCIII) [PI13/01958, PI14/00413, PI16/00889, PI16/00950],
FEDER funds/European Regional Development Fund (ERDF)
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Overview of poster sessions

Poster session A
No.

Name

Title

A1

Andres, Elena

Consolidating the Memories of Fear
Regulation

A2

Battaglia, Simone

Lesion to ventromedial prefrontal cortex
impairs the acquisition of fear conditioning
in humans

A3

Ernst, Thomas M. The cerebellar role in processing of
prediction errors during fear conditioning

A4

Franke, Laila K.

Conditionability mediates the association
between peri-traumatic stress and intrusive
memory formation depending on childhood
adversity

A5

Leimeister,
Franziska

Subsequent Memory effect in threat and
safety learning

A6

Lourenco,
Matheus P. C. G.

Fear in the ear: A tinnitus relevant
differential conditioning paradigm

A7

McGregor,
Thomas

Fear Learning and Anxiety Response
(FLARe) Version 4: Open source, digital
technology for remote fear conditioning
research

A8

Neudert, Marie K. A matter of context? Neural correlates of
context-dependent fear conditioning

A9

Pawlik, Robert J.

A10 Pöhlchen,
Dorothee

Unraveling gut memories: Is interoceptive
pain-related fear specific to modality?
Characterization of patients with
anxiety/affective disorders using
pupillometry, startle electromyography and
skin conductance response during a two-day
fear learning task
(continued . . . )
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Poster session I (continued)
No.

Name

Title

A11 Qi, Yanyan

The mere physical presence of another
person reduces human autonomic fear
responses

A12 Reichenberger,
Jonas

Gender Differences in Social Fear
Conditioning in Virtual Reality

A13 van de Pavert, Iris The effect of fear learning on perceptual
habituation of visceral sensations
A14 Bierwirth, Philipp Theta oscillations in the dorsal anterior
cingulate cortex (dACC): Associated with
stronger fear recall and impaired extinction
recall and modified by 17ß-estradiol status
A15 Forkmann,
Katarina

Pain-specific mechanisms of extinction
learning

A16 Fraunfelter,
Laura-Ashley

Crossmodal extinction of conditioned fear
responses

A17 Hagedorn, Bianca

The neural underpinnings of stimulus-based
extinction generalization

A18 Jaswetz, Lars

Disrupting the Reconsolidation of
Conditioned Fear with a Working Memory
Intervention

A19 Jentsch, Valerie
L.

Neural mechanisms mediating glucocorticoid
effects on extinction and relapse: A matter
of timing

A20 Keller, Nicole E.

The effect of rewarded extinction on implicit
and explicit threat memories

A21 Merz, Christian J. Acute stress leads to the return of
outgroup-related fear
A22 Schlitt, Frederik

Effects of pharmacologically induced stress
on the extinction and reinstatement of
pain-related fear in health and chronic pain
(continued . . . )
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Poster session I (continued)
No.

Name

Title

A23 Sharifian, Fariba

Neural activation pattern similarity reflects
fear learning and extinction dynamics

A24 Sjouwerman,
Rachel

Experimental boundary conditions of
reinstatement induced return of fear in
humans: intensity of reinstatement

A25 Thiele, Martina

Striatal prediction error signaling during
fear extinction in humans

A26 Genheimer,
Hannah

The more the better? Salivary alpha
amylase as manipulation check for successful
transcutaneous vagus nerve stimulation in
context conditioning

A27 Boschet, Juliane
M.

Temporal dynamics of costly avoidance in
newly acquired fears

A28 Glück, Valentina

Conflicts between habitual avoidance and
goal-directed approach behaviour

A29 Klein, Zohar

Avoidance response to a secondary danger
cue among anxious and non-anxious
individuals

A30 Krypotos,
Angelos-Miltiadis

The exploration-exploitation dilemma in
chronic pain

A31 Lemmens, Anke
I.A.

The effect of acute stress on habitual
avoidance

A32 van Vliet,
Christine

Bidirectional relationship between avoidance
behaviour and pain-related fear

A33 Miedl, Stephan F. The link between conditionability, fear
generalization, and PTSD symptom
development
A34 Herzog,
Katharina

Reducing generalization of conditioned fear:
Comparison of a fear-specific discrimination
training with fear-unrelated training
(continued . . . )
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Poster session I (continued)
No.

Name

Title

A35 Samaey, Celine

The scar(e)s of a bad youth.
Overgeneralization as a mechanism linking
childhood trauma and psychopathology.

A36 Slyschak, Anna

Fear generalization in children and
adolescents: a cross-sectional study across
ages

A37 Vandael, Kristof

The relationship between fear generalization
and pain modulation: An investigation in
healthy participants
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Poster session B
No.

Name

Title

B1

Burger, Andreas
M.

The effect of transcutaneous vagus nerve
stimulation on learning rates in a dynamic
environment

B2

Andreatta, Marta

Elemental representation of a context may
modulate configural conditioned anxiety

B3

DAgostini,
Martina

Effects of transcutaneous vagus nerve
stimulation (tVNS) on reversal learning,
pupil size and salivary alpha-amylase.

B4

Hashemi, Mahur
M.

Do freeze-fight reactions predict the
development of trauma-related symptoms in
police officers?

B5

Panitz, Christian

Where to expect harm? Threat responses
under spatial uncertainty

B6

Reicherts, Philipp Threat Imminence and Pain Processing

B7

Schellhaas, Sabine Incidental learning of face identity during
threat: An ERP study

B8

Skversky-Blocq,
Yael C.

Indirect fear learning in adolescents using a
novel observational fear acquisition
paradigm

B9

Sperl, Matthias
F. J.

Conditioned fear modulates event-related
potential components during a
sequential-set fear acquisition paradigm

B10 Stegmann, Yannik Investigating attentional mechanisms in an
orthogonal cue and context conditioning
paradigm
B11 Traxler, Juliane

Modulating Pain Thresholds Through
Classical Conditioning

B12 Dalile, Boushra

Nutrient-Brain Interactions in Modulating
Fear Extinction Learning

B13 Eßer, Roland

Distinct roles of the dopaminergic midbrain
and the vmPFC in extinction learning
(continued . . . )
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Poster session II (continued)
No.

Name

Title

B14 Herrmann,
Martin J.

Modulation of fear learning and extinction
by non-invasive brain stimulation- a
systematic review

B15 Hoppe, Johanna
M.

Imaginal extinction to simple and complex
imagery

B16 Kampa, Miriam

Study design to test neural correlates of
immediate vs. delayed extinction when
varying the extinction-test interval in
humans

B17 Klingelhöfer-Jens,
Maren

A Look on the Dark Side of Life: The
Impact of Life Adversity on Return of Fear
in a Longitudinal Study

B18 Lam, Charlene
L.M.

Preventing return of fear through memory
reconsolidation using a novel Multi-CS
conditioning paradigm - preliminary findings

B19 Lange, Iris

Changes in extinction after exposure
therapy: results of a randomized controlled
trial

B20 Purves, Kirstin L. Identifying parameters influencing
trajectories of fear learning and extinction
in a normative population.
B21 Richter, Jan

Facilitating translational science in anxiety
disorders by using an optimized
extinction-learning paradigm with high
content validity to exposure based therapy

B22 Roemer, Sonja

Effects of ambient odors on fear extinction
and return of fear

B23 Szeska, Christoph

Facilitating fear extinction by non-invasive
stimulation of the brains inhibitory
pathways

B24 Biggs, Emma E.

The role of prediction error in the partial
reinforcement extinction effect
(continued . . . )
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Poster session II (continued)
No.

Name

Title

B25 Dibbets, Pauline

Can you escape the virtual room? The
sequel

B26 Gatzounis, Rena

Once an avoider, always an avoider? Return
of pain-related avoidance after extinction
with response prevention

B27 Hulsman,
Anneloes M.

Neural mechanisms underlying fearful
avoidance behaviour

B28 Karos, Kai

Learning About Pain From Others - Social
learning of pain-related fear and avoidance
behavior

B29 Lemmens, Anke I. Do not avoid, have no fear, extinction is
A.
near.
B30 Pittig, Andre

Incentive-based extinction of safety
behaviors and its impact on conditioned fear
and anxiety

B31 Brandstetter, Lisa Generalization of conditioned fear in
children and adolescents with anxiety
disorders
B32 Christiaansen,
Lore

Working out traumatic experiences. An
examination of the effects of acute bouts of
aerobic exercise on hippocampal pattern
separation and fear generalization in adults
with childhood traumatic experiences.

B33 Ginat-Frolich,
Rivkah

Reducing fear overgeneralization in adults
with social anxiety disorder through use of
perceptual discrimination training

B34 Reutter, Mario

Do individual patterns of attentional
exploration predict differences in fear
generalization?
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